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2019 was the third year of the strategic period 2017–2021. This strategic period emphasizes four areas:

- Educating a learning police service
- Educating a police service that is at the forefront of developments in society and crime
- Educating a police service that prevents and fights crime in a digitalized society
- Being a leading centre for police research
Introduction

One of the primary focuses of the Norwegian Police University College (from now on referred to as PHS) in the current strategic period is “Being a leading centre for police research”. This focus is being operationalised through the following subsidiary goals:

• Further developing police science and increasing the share of externally financed research
• Being a lucid and active communicator of knowledge in academia and the police/justice sector and an active participant in the public debate.

This publication will show how we are actively working to attain these goals.

Researchers at PHS have for a long time enjoyed extensive collaboration with colleagues from other educational and research institutions both nationally and abroad. The last few years have seen good progress with applications to the Research Council of Norway (NFR) and the EU framework programme. At the end of 2019, PHS was participating in three projects with EU financing and five financed by the Research Council. In addition, there are four projects funded by Nordforsk, two from other external sources and ten funded by PHS and a collaboration partner. The above shows that the number of projects with external funding continues to be high.

One of the aims of the PHS research groups is to strengthen the various academic environments at the university across departments and campuses. Our nine groups are actively working to achieve this aim. Their research fields cover various technical police challenges, organisation and management, police education and research methods.

Following a slight dip in 2018, 2019 was a new record year for the number of publications. The number of scientific articles is almost double that of last year, and 2019 also saw an increase in the number of scientific chapters and opinion pieces. Our staff members clearly continue to develop police research as well as actively participate in the public debate.

This year’s introductory article The Police in a Digital Society is based on the book Det digitale er et hurtigtog!: Vitenskapelige perspektiver på politiarbeid, digitalisering og teknologi (The digital express train: Scientific perspectives on policing, digitalisation and technology) which was published in September 2019. The book is edited by Inger Marie Sunde and Nina Sunde, and contains chapters written by members of the research group The Police in a Digital Society. It highlights central aspects of police work in a society constantly changed by new technology. The article also sheds light on other research and dissemination activity at PHS along similar lines.

This demonstrates the relevance of the research at PHS and its significance for the evidence-based education and development of the Norwegian police in a rapidly changing society.

Relevant research and knowledge development are vital for the Norwegian police and legal sector. This is particularly important given the time of rapid change in which we find ourselves. The work at PHS is helping the police to have an evidence-based approach to work at all levels and in all types of assignments. We are making this possible through multi-channel dissemination of research findings, as well as through the bachelor and master courses, extension studies and continuing education. Our academic staff help to ensure that the university is an exciting and research-driven workplace. Thank you to all who, every day, work to make PHS a leading environment of police research.

[Signature]
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DET DIGITALE ER
ET HURTIGTØG!

Vitenskapelige perspektiver på politiarbeid,
digitalisering og teknologi
The Police in a Digital Society

A little water trickles out of the ground.
Gradually, with the increased pressure, the water becomes a brook, maybe a small river.
But the forces applying the pressure are formidable, and in the end they prevail.
A flood engulfs the landscape and changes it for ever.

An expanding research field
Digitalisation is driving permanent change in our society. The changes are continuous and affect all parts of society. The biggest changes also alter the role and working methods of the police. This means that the way the police now have to proceed in order to, according to the Norwegian Police Act, be “a link in society’s collective effort to promote the security, safety and general welfare of citizens” is also changing.

Research into the effects of how digitalisation has effected the way police work has gotten a strong foothold at PHS, and has contributed to establishing PHS as a respected research institution in this field. The Nordic Cybercrime Conference in October 2019 at PHS clearly demonstrated how wide the scope of this field is. The projects that were being presented spanned the whole spectrum from the purely theoretical (an analysis of technological neutrality in penal legislation), to the very practical. Projects on the practical side were (i) a comparison of online drug markets between the Nordic countries, (ii) investigations on the dark web, (iii) the handling of digital evidence in criminal cases, and (iv) police use of drones. Two judicial projects dealt with online grooming and whether cyber security can be regarded as a fundamental human right. There was also a presentation concerning a very future-oriented project on possible mechanisms for safeguarding democratic control in the use of artificial intelligence in the fight against crime. The topic “Artificial intelligence in the police” is also being developed further by members
of the research group The Police in a Digital Society, who are the academic editors of the special issue “AI and Policing” which will be published as the second issue of the Nordic Journal of Studies in Policing (previously Nordisk Politiforskning) during the course of 2020.

PHS has become an attractive partner in extensive collaboration with other research institutions both in Norway and internationally, and in addition receives research funding linked to digital matters from external calls. The allocation of nearly NOK 10 million from the Research Council of Norway’s research programme on the cultural conditions underlying social change (SAMKUL) at the end of 2019 was particularly welcome. The award was for the research project “A matter of facts: Flows of knowledge through digitalized police practices”, carried out by Professor Brita Bjørkelo (leader), Associate Professor Johanne Yttri Dahl, and senior researchers Jenny Maria Lundgaard and Guro Flinterud. The starting point of the project is that digitalisation is an explicit part of police strategy today. At the same time, the police are expected to have an evidence-based work approach and as well as producing secure knowledge themselves. The researchers first and foremost want to investigate how digital tools are integrated into the work and communication of the police. Secondly they will study how digital technologies shape the work on producing secure knowledge, for example how digitalisation affects what are considered facts and what is regarded as irrelevant. The grant is for three years, starting in December 2020.

**Research and dissemination**

New knowledge acquired through research provides an important and useful contribution to a modern and forward-looking content in police education. With this in mind, members of the research group The Police in a Digital Society published the book Det digitale er et hurtigtog!: Vitenskapelige perspektiver på politiarbeid, digitalisering og teknologi (see translation above, from now on referred to as: ‘The digital express train’) in Autumn 2019, edited by Professor Inger Marie Sunde and police superintendent/research fellow Nina Sunde. The book illustrates the wide-ranging significance of technological development in the work of the police in society in seven peer-reviewed chapters.

Technological development creates dilemmas around police effectiveness, surveillance and control, and privacy protection, and has consequences for public confidence in the police. The ability to have a healthy dialogue around these questions is important for the legitimacy of the use of new technology. In the chapter “Attitudes to high technology”, Associate Professor Jens Erik Paulsen focuses on how feelings and prejudice may affect one’s attitude to using new technology. By giving the reader an insight into the underlying reasons for one’s own points of view – and
those of others – about the introduction of new technology, Paulsen is improving the conditions for dialogue. In addition, he provides an outline of a way of thinking which can safeguard the fundamental values of police work, while at the same time neutralising the influence of emotional factors.

Sources of error linked to the human handling of digital evidence is a new field of research. A lack of human communication, interaction and technical competence may entail the risk of error, which may be significant given the importance of digital evidence in criminal proceedings. In the chapter “Digital evidence – human error”, police superintendent/research fellow Nina Sunde demonstrates how evidence can be lost because of poor communication between the tactical investigator and the data specialist. Further, she explores how evidence may be misinterpreted because of a lack of technical insight and may be given too much significance by virtue of being digital. Sunde also discusses measures to maintain legal safeguards when handling digital evidence. Her PhD project “Dataetterforskeres rolle i konstruksjonen av digitale bevis i straffesakerforskriften” (The role of computer forensics investigators in the construction of digital evidence) builds on this research.

The Community Police Reform includes the implementation of the digitalisation strategy and intelligence doctrine of the police. Professor Helene O. I. Gundhus (PHS/UiO), Associate Professor Christin Thea Wathne (OsloMet) and researcher Olav Niri Talberg (Fafo) use empirical analysis to investigate the practical outcomes of the reform and how these effects are understood. The chapter “Politiskjønnet under press” (Police discretion under pressure) discusses these questions with particular emphasis on the effects on frontline policing.

The introduction of body cameras in operational policing has been debated for some time. The discussion is not over, even if every police sergeant these days is equipped with a smartphone with a camera. It has simply moved from questioning whether body cameras should be introduced to questioning the purpose of the cameras and which guidelines to follow. In the chapter “Kroppskamera og Norsk politi arbeid” (Body cameras and Norwegian policing), Associate professor Joshua M. Phelps and police superintendent Trond Kyrre Simensen provide an excellent introduction to what is required for the police to make use of body cams in a legally safeguarded and confidence-inspiring way.

Illegal publication of personal photographs on social media is a digital everyday crime which can hit someone very hard. A minimum requirement for effective law enforcement is knowledge of the relevant provisions in criminal legislation for such sharing of personal photos. The most important provision is somewhat
tucked away in Section 104 of the Norwegian Copyright Act. In the chapter “The police and personal protection: On the right to one’s own picture, especially in social media”, Professor Morten Holmboe sheds light on this provision and gives guidelines for possible sanctions.

Online abuse of children is a serious crime which is now widespread. Technology which can increase the effectiveness of the police effort in this problem field has been developed. It consists of a chatbot that has the user profile of a child, and has functions for storing electronic traces and conversation logs. In the chapter “Sweetie – et politibarn eller en politistyrke på internet?” (Sweetie - a ‘police child’ or a police force on the Internet?), Professor Inger Marie Sunde goes through the current legal framework for the method, and concludes that the law allows the police to use it.

Technological tools are contributing to a steady improvement in the capacity for data analysis. However, the access to data may pose a problem. In the chapter “Police Data Systems”, Associate Professor Johanne Yttri Dahl and researcher Heidi Fischer Bjelland look at the opportunities that exist to learn about investigative practice in the police, seen from STRASAK¹, BL² and eDNA³. Making data such as these available poses questions of personal protection and confidentiality; however if these questions can be answered, data in police registers constitute comprehensive raw material for new knowledge.

Reflection

The authors of ‘The digital express train’ have different professional viewpoints, yet they have made some common observations. Many of them point to the need for new and multi-disciplinary competence in the police force. The consequences of increased digital opportunities for documentation are also a central topic. Documentation can for example be produced by body cameras while they are used in operational policing. A registration function in the camera logs the use and stores the registrations. The registrations can later be retrieved and reviewed. This is also the case for computer programmes used in automated processes in online police work. The question is not solely whether the police are able to make use of the data, but also whether the role of the police is affected by the increased opportunities for registration and documentation. One question that might be asked is whether the use of body cameras could weaken the trust in the police if the camera were turned off in a critical situation, or if a video only shows part of an incident and thus gives an incomplete picture of it. In addition, we should consider the consequences of getting used to having access to digitised

---

¹ STRASAK is the police register of criminal cases and the basis of crime statistics.
² BL (Basis Løsning) is the computer system used to create documents, register and store all information linked to criminal proceedings.
³ eDNA is the police database of DNA-profiles used for investigating criminal cases.
information. For example, what about the credibility of a statement to the police if it is not supported by a video or a log? The question is whether we really want a future where increased opportunities for documentation bring about a demand for even more documentation.

The access to an increasingly greater abundance of data also generates more and bigger tasks for the police. One result of this is longer investigations. The quality of an investigation increases, the more comprehensive and thorough the information available; however in order to move the case forward it is important to be aware of having reached a point when the information available is actually sufficient.

Yet another general point concerns whether technology can have a greater influence on our understanding of reality than it really should. For several reasons, digital information may be perceived as more reliable and objective than other information. The requirement for police work to be evidence-based presupposes that the knowledge is based on balanced, good quality information. Without that there is a risk of a systematic distortion of the “digital memory” of the police. It risks the police patrol becoming a “confirmatory machine” directed towards problems which are pre-defined without sufficient contextual knowledge, e.g. about particular local conditions. Another question is what kind of emphasis should be put on local knowledge, the practicing of police discretion and on “soft” information which is not digitally documented, for example witness statements.

Amara’s law⁴ states that we generally overestimate the importance of technology in the short term, but underestimate it in the longer term. The law has an important message in terms of rationalisation, which often is the reason behind the introduction of new technology. New technology always has a long-term effect which manifests itself beyond the original purpose. We therefore need to take into account that technological innovation in the police may result in considerable changes in how the police carry out their social responsibility. A willingness to adopt new technology is necessary; however the question of whether the introduction is “worth it” needs to be asked in each individual case.

Some of the issues that were uncovered during the work on ‘The digital express train’ are being investigated further in new projects. Firstly, there is the previously mentioned project “A matter of facts: Flows of knowledge through digitalized police practices”, which, among other things, is investigating what constitutes secure knowledge in the context of the use of digital technology. This important question is discussed from
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⁴ Andersen, E. & Seres, S. (9 March 2016) De gode nerdelovene. Aftenposten. Taken from https://www.aftenposten.no/meninger/kronikk/i/AM02/de-gode-nerdelovene-silvija-seres-og-espen-andersen
different angles in the chapters of N. Sunde, Phelps & Simensen and Gundhus, Talberg & Wathne, and to a certain extent also by Holmboe.

Secondly, issues in relation to big data are particularly discussed in the chapter by N. Sunde in the context of the process of data investigation, and in the chapter by Gundhus, Talberg & Wathne in connection with first-line intake of large amounts of data. Large amounts of data secured as evidence in an investigation also give rise to difficult questions of criminal procedure. In the absence of clear legislation, such questions have for many years had to be decided by the courts, and at least two such cases have been referred to the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR). The questions have in particular been about how the police can be given access to evidence contained in data which have been secured, at the same time as protecting data which are exempt from seizure. Extensive use of external assistants to sift out such data also involves considerable cost, and the need to use the courts to get clarification leads to serious delays in the handling of criminal cases. For these reasons, in 2019, the Norwegian Ministry of Justice and Public Security asked Professor Inger Marie Sunde to investigate the possibility of more transparency in the legal regulation of digital evidence, and thus ensure greater efficiency of the administration of justice without endangering fundamental security according to laws protecting personal data. Other issues are also coming to the fore, in particular regarding the securing of evidence from mobile phones and cloud services. Sunde’s study also relates to the work on a new criminal procedure act.

Thirdly, the chapters of Phelps & Simensen and I. M. Sunde investigate issues of the interface between humans and technology. This is also a topic of the project “Following the police from ground to air: The introduction of drones in the Norwegian Police”, which began in 2019. Drone technology is closely related to digitalisation since drones collect and store data digitally. The task execution is data controlled, and the drones operate with increasing independence. Senior researcher Jenny Maria Lundgaard will follow the Norwegian National Police Directorate’s testing of drones in three police districts with trained police drone pilots. Through fieldwork, Lundgaard will look at the interaction between police and technology when drones are introduced to the police. Among the questions to be answered are how the use of drones changes the classic role and work of the police, which assignments drones are used for, and whether drones work as a supplement or a replacement in the execution of assignments.

---

The title of the 2019 PHS Research Conference was Politimetoder i endring – føre var og etter snar (approximate translation: Changing methods of policing – proactivity and responsiveness). The annual conference investigated the dilemmas and questions which arise with the use of new policing methods, the new role of the police in the community, and the blurring of distinctions between proactive and reactive methods of policing. Traditionally, crime prevention and investigation have been separate areas, but today police are expected to be one step ahead, working both proactively and reactively to combat breaches of the law. This requires the police to be given knowledge of breaches of the peace and potential crime, both on-going and at the planning stage. This is exactly where intelligence, proactive investigation and crime analysis play an important part. At the same time, the development of new technology and digitalisation of society present the police with fresh challenges.

Questions that were debated were how the convergence of policing methods affect the mandate, social function and rationale of the police. What are the coordination problems that arise in interdepartmental, interdisciplinary collaboration? How do the specialist agencies interact with the police districts? How does the existence of the Norwegian National Authority for Investigation and Prosecution of Economic and Environmental Crime (Økokrim) affect the selection of cases? And what is the effect of the new, digital work processes of the Community
Police Reform on the relationship between the police and the public? There are many questions, and the least we can do is to illuminate and discuss them through research into police practice.

Based on the huge interest and long waiting lists, it was clear that the 2019 conference caught the attention of both the police force and academics. The conference formed part of the project “Changing Police Methods” funded by the Research Council of Norway within the programme Strategic University College Projects. The project “Changing Police Methods” was initiated in 2015 and is due to continue until 2021. The aim of the project is to capture the changes in the methods used in policing and contribute new knowledge about the quality of police work and the role of police in society.

The research conference consisted of three main parts: “Prevention and intelligence”, “Investigation and intelligence” and “Technology and legal protection”. A few highlights are presented below.

**Prevention and Intelligence**

The first speaker was Adrian James (Liverpool John Moores University). He comes from a background as a Scotland Yard detective, and in 2012 he completed a doctoral thesis on the implementation of the British national intelligence model, NIM. He has also recently completed a study for the College of Policing (the professional body for people working for the police service in England and Wales), on “what works” in terms of the intelligence practice of the police. From his research on practical intelligence work, James reflected on and critically assessed whether new strategies and policing methods – such as for example intelligence-led and evidence-based policing – may contribute to improvements in policing and what may be fit for purpose.

The next paper dealt with the National Police Directorate’s pilot project “Evidence-based policing”. Experience from the pilot project was shared, and it showed that there is still considerable autonomy among police patrol staff and that there was only a small degree of management by objectives in their preventive work. Prioritisation in individual operational units was to a large degree based on personal initiatives, and less on the basis of crime analysis. There was also insufficient knowledge of local priorities across workplaces and operational units. The pilot has demonstrated the importance of competence in intelligence work in order to secure the best possible grounds for decision-making in terms of prioritisation and action. The pilot has in particular demonstrated the importance of professional management in all phases – from the use of intelligence, prioritisation, the establishment of new measures, and operationalisation, to the evaluation of all these. The police districts that took part in the pilot experienced considerable benefit, and the speakers emphasised their
hope and belief that also other police districts will experience the same when the project is rolled out nationally in Autumn 2019. The paper was presented by Torgeir Winsnes (Agder Police District) and Eirik Steen (the National Police Directorate).

Helene O. I. Gundhus (the University of Oslo -UiO)/PHS), Christin Thea Wathne (Oslo Met/AFI) and Olav Niri Talberg (Fafo) presented the paper “Politiskjønnet under press: Etterretningsdoktrinen i praksis” (Police discretion under pressure: The intelligence doctrine in practice). An important point made in this paper was how the digitalisation strategy along with the intelligence doctrine are carriers of a new logic and know-how which are laying the ground for, and legitimising, the use of a more covert information handling in the police. The purpose of the “new” approach is to create a more up-to-date, accurate crime situation report, in order to improve knowledge about future risks. Police officers on patrol are concerned about what will happen when control technology replaces local knowledge. This gives rise to the question of how it affects data entered in the system, communication and interaction between the police and the public, and the management of what patrols are supposed to be doing and focusing on.

Retired police officer Erling Børstad led the audience through the history of prevention in his paper “Skride advarende og regulerende inn”. (Intervening with warnings and regulations). Børstad concluded that research into police reform and evaluations of the on-going reform show that the division between intelligence and prevention is getting blurred, that effort is directed at those who have already committed a crime and those who with a great deal of probability will commit a crime, and that police strategies and methods are becoming more and more repressive at the cost of prevention, services to the public, collaboration and proximity. His message was clear that we should continue to define prevention as effort made before a crime is committed.

**Investigation and intelligence**

The second part of the conference put the spotlight on investigation and intelligence. Heidi Fischer Bjelland (the Norwegian National Criminal Investigation Service, Kripos) and Annette Vestby (PHS) presented the paper “More tools in the toolbox: Coordination across government agencies in the Lime case”. Cross-agency collaboration is viewed as an important factor in the fight against crime that traverses the areas of responsibility of the various government agencies. Vestby and Bjelland described how the investigators of the much-discussed Lime case coordinated their work across the various agencies and areas of

---

professional expertise. It was important to build trust in this group in order to facilitate and support sharing information – information that, as a starting point, already was permissible to share. This form of collaboration, which also involved police investigators and employees from the Norwegian Tax Administration and the Norwegian Labour and Welfare Administration (NAV) sharing premises, widened the opportunities for sanctions and investigation by using both administrative and penal resources in a goal-oriented and deliberate way.

In his paper “Forskning versus etterforskning” (Research versus investigation), Eivind Kolflaath (University of Bergen) discussed how academic research strategies influence criminal investigation, for example an ever increasing focus on the use of hypotheses in the investigative process. The book Etterforskning: Prinsipper, metoder og praksis (Investigation: Principles, methods and practice) (Bjerknes & Fahsing, 2018), which was recently published on the open market, does to some extent allow for an open and critical discussion with professional groups including outside the police. Kolflaath, who has followed the course “Continuing education in investigation” as an observer, pointed to the need to clarify concepts, and warned against rushed and uncritical use of scientific theory in the field of investigation. Instead, he advocated for developing a distinct methodology.

Tarjei Istad and Joachim Schjolden (both from the Norwegian National Authority for Investigation and Prosecution of Economic and Environmental Crime, Økokrim) presented “Politimetoder og etterforskning i ulvesaken” (Policing methods and investigation in the wolf case). In this paper they illustrated the use of various types of undercover investigation which were used in the wolf case, and presented the legal argument for these. They also presented elements of the open investigation which were important in order to uncover the sequence of events and facts of this case. It was precisely the combination of communication control and knowledge about the phenomenon which enabled central investigative steps to be taken.

The academic content of the first day of the conference concluded with a “sofa debate” which posed the question “For whom is intelligence most beneficial – those who prevent or those who investigate?” The moderator was Kai Spurkland (PHS). Both practitioners and academics took part in the debate, and the various participants stated clearly what they regarded as strengths and weaknesses in the implementation of the investigation doctrine. The aim of this sofa debate was precisely to illuminate the benefits and challenges of intelligence as a starting point for both preventive and investigative police work, and the advantages and disadvantages of this from various viewpoints were clearly expressed.
Technology and legal safeguards

The third focus point of the conference was “Technology and legal safeguards, dilemmas, surveillance”. Kira Vrist Rønn (University College Copenhagen) opened the session with her paper “Do we have the right to privacy in digital public spheres?”. Using interviews with police officers who are using social media in investigations as her starting point, Rønn encouraged a discussion about ethical boundaries in the use of social media in different investigative and intelligence contexts. She also debated the relevance of the division between what someone exercising authority, legally can do and what they ought to do from a moral perspective.

Olav Skard Jørgensen presented the new police cybercrime centre, NC3, of which he is the director. The centre will be the most important police resource in the fight against ever increasing computer-oriented crime. The NC3 director emphasised their invitation to a wide collaboration both nationally and internationally in order to solve the formidable challenges presented by cybercrime. Internationally, NC3 will be collaborating with Europol’s cybercrime centre in the Netherlands and other police authorities. At home, NC3 are collaborating with the twelve new police districts, who in parallel with the development of NC3 also will have their cybercrime competence reinforced. In addition, NC3 would like close cooperation with industry and commerce in general and the financial sector in particular.

In his paper “Indicia – how credible and reliable is the information?”, Torstein Eidet (PHS) asked how reliable and valid are the assessments made by individual police officers “coding” information in the national police intelligence register, Indicia. He further reflected on the factors affecting an individual’s assessments, and the practical value of such data validation for proactive and reactive police work.

New technology and the opportunities it presents were discussed in the paper “Norwegian Customs’ use of Palantir – collaboration in streams of information” by Bård Karsten Reitan (Norwegian Customs). Reitan said that many of Norwegian Customs’ accessible data sources on the Palantir platform are being integrated in order to give its users everything from searches and simple and accurate data presentation, to tools for compound risk assessments and assessments from predictive models. Users will in addition have new tools for analysis and opportunities for cooperation and sharing. Work is also going on to further integrate work processes. This is a platform intended to make it easy for users at Norwegian Customs to comply with laws and regulations on the handling of relevant data.

The Director of the Norwegian National Criminal Investigation Service (Kripos), Ketil Haukaas, posed the question whether public safety, privacy protection and efficiency really are incompatible. He
argued that increased surveillance does not necessarily imply weaker privacy protection, and that it can be one condition for maintaining it – since increased public safety can implicitly entail better privacy protection. Rather than setting one violation against another, Haukaas argued that public safety, privacy protection and efficiency are central dimensions of the same debate without necessarily working against each other. He also commented on the challenges accompanying ever more detailed and fragmented legislation on police handling of personal information, and argued that this neither promotes efficiency nor strengthens privacy protection. The conference concluded with Per Morten Schiefloe (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, NTNU) on “Risk and risk assessment”. Schiefloe made us sit up and take notice by talking about the fundamental concepts, thinking and methods of risk analysis and discussing the opportunities and limitations of these approaches in different types of incidents and different time horizons for decision-making. There was a discussion about the suitability of probability calculations for predicting complex problems like crime, compared with other approaches within risk research. The 2020 research conference will be organised by the PHS research group Organisation and Management, and will shed light on the management and leadership of an institution like the police today. The research conference in 2021 will focus on the centenary of PHS.
The administration and development system

In the field of criminal investigation, the National Police Directorate (POD) has established an administration and development system with the aim of:

- Securing an evidence-based and well integrated academic administration and further development of the research field.
- Creating greater consistency in how criminal investigation is carried out and followed up.

The establishment of the system is an implementation of initiative no. 1 in the Handlingsplan for løft av etterforskningsfeltet⁸ (action plan for improving the field of investigation) (p. 20).

The Norwegian Director of Public Prosecution and the Police Directorate (POD) are the competent authorities for the field of police investigation, which is divided into eight subject areas: interviews, forensics, investigation management, operational crime analysis, securing of financial leads, digital forensics and internet-related investigation, international criminal investigations and covert methods. The administrative responsibility for seven of the subject areas has been further delegated to the National Criminal Investigation Service, Kripos and one has been delegated to the National Authority for Investigation and Prosecution of Economic and Environmental Crime, Økokrim. Specialist groups have been established to prepare and further develop national guidelines, procedures and support documentation within each subject area. These groups consist of representatives from the prosecuting authority, police districts and special units. PHS is the academic coordinator and is responsible for coordination and quality assurance of the work and contributing to dissemination and implementation.

National academic coordinator (NF)

A national academic coordinator (in the following referred to as NF) was formally established in January 2019 and is organised as a separate unit at PHS. The unit reports on academic matters to the Police Directorate (POD), and today consists of three staff: a manager with a police background and two specialist librarians with library and information literacy competence. A decisive premise for establishing the administration and development system was that the development of the investigative field shall be evidence-based. This is reflected in the appointment of two employees with information literacy. Everything in the new system will be developed and compiled according to a defined method in order to safeguard requirements for quality and verifiability. NF will ensure that this method is followed.⁹

---


NF is first and foremost a coordinating unit, but an important task is also gathering and systematising knowledge in order to support the specialist groups in developing guidelines and procedures to ensure that new measures or processes are based on the necessary updated knowledge.

During the initial phase, the specialist groups reviewed their own academic areas in terms of what functioned well and where there was potential for improvement. During its first year, the NF spent a lot of time carrying out systematic literature searches requested by the specialist groups, for example to identify gaps in the research or research about how various methods and measures function (also known as “what works” research).

Based on this review, the specialist groups proposed a series of measures to improve practice in their fields. The proposals were sent to the competent authority to prioritise and select measures for the groups’ further work. The specialist groups then wrote a mandate for each measure, with contributions from the NF. Quality assurance is, as we see, one of the main tasks of the NF, and as of February 2020, they have got as far as completing the mandates. As the specialist groups begin the work on the specific measures, the NF is involved as a supervisor and collaborative partner. Several systematic literature searches will also be made in order to secure the broadest possible knowledge base.

When guidelines, routines, checklists and other support documentation have been through the administration and development system, the NF has the crucial role of disseminating them. The unit will help present the documents in a way that is easily understood on the KO:DE portal and in other channels, and facilitate knowledge transfer to Obligatory annual training, and other classes and courses at PHS. In this way it is hoped the new practice will be easier to implement.

The NF is part of the network for those with academic and educational responsibilities in the investigation field (FOAs). They also arrange telephone meetings for the network every three weeks. This forum provides opportunities for sharing experiences and knowledge, and gives the FOAs the opportunity to highlight any problems so that the competent authority can clarify them for the NF. The groups meet in person twice a year. A regular dialogue is important since the group members are closely involved in the latest developments in their field and are able to come up with excellent suggestions for improvement.

**Systematic learning by doing**

In May 2019, the police force adopted the improvement system, Synergi. One aim of the police is to create a culture characterised by openness and trust, where decisions are knowledge-based and where learning comes from both
mistakes (practice which does not work) and positive feedback. Synergi will also help managers to more clearly see what ought to be prioritised. The aim is for the police to work for continuous improvement in a systematic way.\textsuperscript{10}

Going forward, contributions to Synergi either via the FOAs or from individual police officers, will be a central source of learning by doing. NF receives, monitors and handles suggestions for improvement. Suggestions pointing to a recurring problem will be presented to the competent authority so that they can assess the need for any necessary measures.

To sum up, the best of experience-based practice will be combined with research-based knowledge in order to identify best practice and further develop it through national guidelines, routines and support documentation. Ultimately it is the ability of the academic institutions to implement this practice which will decide whether systematic learning by doing will succeed.

Further Develop Police Science and Increase the Share of Externally Funded Research

It is a feature of the PHS strategic plan for 2017–2021\textsuperscript{11} that a main goal is for PHS to be a leading centre of police research. We are working towards this goal through continuous development of our research portfolio, which now consists of a large number of projects across the whole field of police research. Opportunities for research are created through a strong focus on increasing the share of externally funded research. Our professionalism is strengthened and our opportunities improved through a continued focus on the further growth of national and international research and development (R&D) collaboration.

We place great emphasis on the framework conditions of our staff, and we are continually working to increase and maintain the proportion of academic staff with research competence. The research is organised through the Research and Development Board, and a range of research groups with participants across all departments have been established. At PHS we also have qualifying groups at all levels – professor, docent, and PhD.

Below we will take a closer look at what we have achieved in these areas in 2019.

Increasing the national and international research & development collaboration

The researchers at PHS are strongly involved in national and international projects and networks within police science – both as participants and prime movers. Academic networks are established on both

\textsuperscript{11} PHS (2016). Strategi 2017-2021. Oslo: PHS.
institutional and personal levels, and they play an important part in the further development of research at the institution. Of the established networks and collaboration partners, the following are the most important:

Cross-Border Crime Colloquium
http://www.cross-border-crime.net/

Cross-border Crime Colloquium is a group of European researchers in the field of transnational organised and economic crime who have been meeting since 1999. The focus is on research covering Europe. The Colloquium aims at building bridges in three respects: between Eastern and Western Europe, between researchers and practitioners and between established and young researchers.

Annual seminars are arranged, where research in the field is presented and documented with a report in book form. Paul Larsson from PHS has participated in the seminar and keeps in touch with its management. The plan is for the 2020 seminar to be arranged at PHS in Kongsvinger. The theme for 2020 will be organised crime, particularly directed towards environmental crime, but also trafficking.

The Faculty of Law at the University of Oslo

PHS collaborates with several departments at the Faculty of Law: the Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law (IKRS), the Department of Public Law (IOR) and the Centre for Computers and Law (SERI).

PHS-staff participate in the Young Nordic Police Research Network (p. 32) which is led by Martin Nøkleberg at IKRS; and IKRS is also an important collaboration partner in police science through their staff who are conducting research on the police. Three of their professors are also directly connected to PHS: Professor Emerita Liv Finstad is Professor II at PHS and leader of the professorship qualifying groups at PHS (p. 73), Professor Heidi Mork Lomell works with the externally funded project “Taking surveillance apart” (p. 42) as Professor II at PHS, and Professor Helene O. I. Gundhus works with the externally funded project “New trends in modern policing” (p. 30) as Professor II at PHS.

Many of the researchers at IOR have working on central issues to do with crime and criminal proceedings which are important to PHS. Senior researcher Ingvild Bruce (IOR) is participating in the PHS research group Police in a Digital Society (p. 68). The Punishment, Penology and Criminal Law research group at the Faculty of Law has members from both IKRS, IOR and PHS. The group is led by Professor Johan Boucht of IOR and Professor Thomas Ugelvik of IKRS. Participants from PHS are Professor Inger Marie Sunde, Associate Professor Morten Holmboe, senior researcher Jeanette W. Hegna and senior executive officer Annica Allvin. The research group collaborates with local, national and international institutions, among them PHS, and consists of
researchers with a background in criminal law, criminal proceedings, administrative law, criminology, sociology of law, ethics and international human rights. Research is carried out on criminal law, and criminal proceedings, the legitimacy of punishment, the everyday sociology of punishment, punishment and globalisation processes and the various forms of punishment. This research field lies in the intersection between law and social science.

SERI is a central collaboration partner for PHS through the research project “Security in internet governance and networks: analyzing the law” (p. 41), which is led by SERI. The collaboration involves, among other things, supervision of a senior researcher in the field of computer crime and participation at and contributions to conferences and workshops.

**European Network Grant COST: Police Stops**

https://polstops.eu/

Police Stops is a 4-year (2018–2021) European research network funded by European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST). The network consists of 29 countries and takes a closer look at various aspects of situations where the police stop people and possibly proceed with a search, known as “stop and search”. The aim is to get an overview of available research on police practice and the people who are subjected to stop and search, as well as academic exchange. Participants from Norway are Randi Solhjell (PHS), Helene O. I. Gundhus (UiO/PHS) and Gunnar Thomassen (PHS).

**European Police Research Institute Collaboration (EPIC)**

EPIC is a consortium with partners from several countries: Police Academy of the Netherlands, Scottish Institute for Policing Research, University College Ghent (Belgium), Cardiff University School of Social Sciences (Wales), PHS (Norway), Uppsala University (Sweden), Police College of Finland, Linnaeus University (Sweden) and Manchester Business School (England).

The task of the consortium is to help build bridges between policy and police practice on the one hand and academic/scientific knowledge and research on the other. PHS was represented by Tor-Geir Myhrer, Gunnar Thomassen and Bjørn Barland at the conference in the Netherlands in June 2019, where the report on changes in attitudes to general arming of the Norwegian police was presented at a workshop. Kai Spurkland also participated this conference with his PhD project (p. 84). PHS has offered to arrange EPIC-2020.

---

European Union Agency for Law Enforcement Training (CEPOL)
https://www.cepol.europa.eu/
The European Union Agency for Law Enforcement Training (CEPOL) is an EU agency of which PHS is an official partner. CEPOL develops and implements and coordinates training for European police officers in a range of technical and crime areas, e.g. police management, investigation methodology, organised crime, cybercrime and economic crime. In collaboration with among others Europol and Eurojust, CEPOL arranges a series of conferences and academic seminars. It also publishes research journals and other specialist publications.

Work and Organisational Psychology at the Department of Psychology, University of Oslo
Through the projects “The police as an organisation” (p. 42) and “The police study” (p. 82), PHS collaborates with the research group Work and Organisational Psychology at the Department of Psychology (PSI). The projects have been on-going over several years, and focus on organisation-al psychological factors in police work. The continuing collaboration is formalised in an MOU between the institutions, and has resulted in several academic articles and MA dissertations at PSI and PHS.

International Investigative Interviewing Research Group (iIIRG)
https://www.iiirg.org/
iIIRG is an international network for practitioners and academics in the field of investigative interviewing. The network was established in 2007 by Trond Myklebust and Gavin Oxburgh (Newcastle University), and today comprises around 350 members from over 30 countries.

iIIRG publishes the peer-reviewed journal Investigative Interviewing: Research and Practice (IIRP) and arranges an annual international conference. The 2019 iIIRG-conference was held at Stavern with 200 participants from all over the world.

Several institutions participate in a formalised collaboration through iIIRG, including Newcastle University (England) and PHS. Several other institutions use iIIRG for professional development – e.g. the International Criminal Court in the Hague (ICC), the UN Development Programme (UNDP) and The Kids Internet Safety Alliance (KINSA) in Canada. These institutions have trained field operatives (investigative interviewers) with the use of the professional expertise offered by iIIRG. iIIRG is also represented in the steering group of the UN Anti-Torture Initiative and The Association for the Prevention of Torture, which is led by Juan E. Mendez (former UN Special Rapporteur on Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment).
The consortium is a collaboration between the main Norwegian research institutions in the field of terrorism and international crime: PHS, the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI), Centre for Research on Extremism (C-REX) at the University of Oslo, and the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI). The consortium constitutes a mechanism for research dissemination, information exchange and the building of expertise across institutions. The PHS researchers participating in the consortium are Ingvild M. Gjelsvik (senior researcher), Randi Solhjell (postdoc) and Tore Bjørø (C-REX / Professor II, PHS).

PHS has entered into a collaborative agreement (MOU) on research and teaching with the two above institutions. The three collaborative partners contribute to each others’ MA-programme and collaborate on various projects, such as “The police as an organisation”. (p. 48).

The Nordic Police Research Network

The network stems from the police education units in the Nordic countries and is an active network of police researchers with the aim of stimulating Nordic police research through regular publication of newsletters (around ten per year) and by arranging a Nordic police research conference every two years.

So far there is no dedicated secretariat arranging conferences and running the network. The conferences have grown from having 10-12 participants to the current parallel sessions with often over 100 delegates from all the Nordic countries (the majority from Norway and Sweden). The conferences cover research from a wide variety of academic disciplines, but with the common theme of police science research. The aim of the conferences – besides strengthening research in the field – is to contribute to better dissemination of the research to practitioners and managers in the field. The aim is for the conferences to be a meeting-place for researchers and practitioners. Police science is a rapidly developing academic field, and research-based knowledge is disseminated through the network. The network is also open to students, and information about new student work in the form of MA dissertations is shared in the network newsletter.
Norwegian University of Life Sciences (NMBU)
The EU Horizon 2020-funded project “Community-based policing and post-conflict police reform” (ICT4COP) (p. 33) is coordinated by the International Environment and Development Studies Institute (Noragric) at the Faculty of Landscape and Society at NMBU. PHS is responsible for one of 11 work packages linked to this project, and the working group Police Experts Network (PEN) (p. 32). The ICT4COP-project focuses on youth, gender, technology and police training in eleven focus countries from Southeast Europe, East Africa, South Asia and Central America. Fifteen different institutions participate in the project. Ten are located in different parts of Europe, one in East Africa, two in South Asia, one in South America and one in Central America.

Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) at Gjøvik
The police have established a collaboration on the investigation of cybercrime with the Center for Cyber and Information Security (CCIS) at NTNU at Gjøvik. Two on-going projects are “ArsForensica” (p. 36) and the doctoral project of Jul Fredrik Kaltenborn (p. 80). The collaboration also includes research on the handling of computer evidence, for which Professor Inger Marie Sunde is the contact person. For PHS the collaboration so far has resulted in the development of an experience-based MA programme on data security and cybercrime, and the development of research-based academic literature. NTNU are responsible for the general modules comprising data security, and PHS for modules dealing with the securing of evidence and analysis. The target group for the programme is public sector staff in the Nordic countries who are working on investigation of cybercrime. Police superintendent Ulf Bergum is the PHS contact person for the collaboration on the MA programme.

Police Experts Network (PEN)
PEN is a large international network with around 45 police experts who, on a voluntary basis, advise researchers on the EU project “Community-based policing and post conflict police reform” (ICT4COP) (p. 32). The purpose of PEN is to combine the practical experience and knowledge of the police with the academic knowledge of the researchers. PEN members act as advisors in the research process, and are responsible for communicating new knowledge back to their respective institutions. The administrator of PEN is Tor Damkås at PHS.

New Trends in Modern Policing
The project leader for the network New Trends in Modern Policing (p. 37) is Helene O. I. Gundhus (UiO / Professor II, PHS). Other PHS project members are Professor Paul Larsson, Associate Professor Johanne Yttri
Recruitment, Education and Careers in the Police: A European Longitudinal Study (RECPOL)

PHS is the coordinator of the European research network RECPOL (p. 63), which examines recruitment, education and career paths in the police. With the use of questionnaires, police students in seven European countries (Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Iceland, Scotland, Belgium and Spain) are followed through three or four phases – at the start of their training, at the end of their training and three and (possibly) six years into their professional careers – in order to get a picture of how their education and practical job experience influence their attitudes, values and views on police work and society during the four phases.

Results from the first two phases will be published by Routledge in book form in March 2020.

Research Unit for Criminal, Legal and Investigative Psychology (CLIP)

CLIP is a research group at the Department of Psychology, University of Gothenburg which focuses on legal psychology. Research in this field involves uncovering knowledge of psychology which is important in the judicial system and turning it into practice. Legal psychology can contribute to making police investigation more effective and better maintenance of legal safeguards, as well as ensuring that the assessment of evidence by the courts is more objective and fair. Most of us want a judicial system which is modern, effective and humane, and which maintains the legal safeguards. Fulfilling these requirements is no mean feat. One important piece of the jigsaw is having access to relevant high-level academic research on legal psychology. It is therefore positive that the field of legal psychology is growing strongly internationally.

Centre for Research on Extremism: Right-wing extremism, hate crime and political violence (C-REX)

https://www.sv.uio.no/c-rex/

C-REX develops empirical and theoretical knowledge on the reasons for and the consequences of right-wing extremism and related phenomena. C-REX is based at the University of Oslo, with PHS, the Norwegian Center for Holocaust and Minority Studies, the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs, the Peace Research Institute of Oslo and the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment as partners. In addition there are also the following international partners: Handa Centre for the Study of Terrorism and Political Violence (CSTPV), University of St. Andrews (Scotland); Institute of Security and Global Affairs (ISGA), Universiteit
Leiden (the Netherlands); Institut für interdisziplinäre Konflikt und Gewaltforschung (IKG), Universität Bielefeld (Germany). C-REX funds half a post-doctorate research position at PHS on the policing of extremism and hate crime.

The European Association of Psychology and Law (EAPl)
https://eapl.eu/
EAPl has three main objectives: 1) promoting research in psychology and law, 2) promoting the teaching of psychology and law, and 3) promoting academic interchange in the field of psychology and law. The organisation has members from the whole of Europe and from North America, Australia and New Zealand. The research field is applied psychology with a focus on perpetrators and victims of crime, prevention, detection, sentencing, punishment and rehabilitation. The organisation publishes the research journal Psychology, Crime & Law and arranges annual conferences in Europe.

The International Police Executive Symposium (IPES)
IPES is the annual symposium of the research journal Police, Practice and Research, which publishes international research in all academic police areas – from police patrols to top management. The annual symposium reinforces the interdisciplinary and cultural development of professional policing by bringing together researchers and practitioners. PHS is regularly represented at the annual symposium.

The Nordic Network for Research on Psychology & Law (NNPL)
https://www.sv.uio.no/psi/english/research/network/nnpl/
The network is a Nordic organisation for researchers and research stakeholders within the field of psychology and the law. A considerable part of the development of investigative techniques is based on research in psychology and law, from the causes of crime to criminal investigation, rehabilitation and defence mechanisms to prevention.

The network provides regular, professional contact with practitioners in this field. Several researchers and academics at PHS are active participants in the network, which has mailing lists about new research and annual conferences in any of the Nordic countries.

Young Nordic Police Research Network
https://www.jus.uio.no/ior/english/research/networks/nordic-police-research/
This is a research network aimed at younger researchers, and researchers at the start of their career, with an interest in issues around the police, crime control and policing in a Nordic context. The network is led by senior researcher Martin Nøkleberg (Department of Criminology and Sociology in Law, University of Oslo). It arranges several seminars and workshops throughout the year.

The aim of the network is to encourage a creative and sup-
portive academic environment, where younger researchers can exchange research ideas, present theoretical and empirical analyses, and launch and develop research collaboration. Given that research on the police and policing by nature is interdisciplinary, there is also a wish for the network to generate discussion from a range of perspectives and exchange across disciplines like criminology, political science, sociology, anthropology and history.

**Research Projects in 2019**

External research funding is a prerequisite for the continued strengthening of police research at PHS. In the past few years, the college has therefore focused especially on submitting applications e.g. to the Research Council of Norway and the EU Framework Programme for Research and Innovation, which has resulted in an increase in the share of externally funded projects.

This part of the report will throw some light on the on-going research projects which contribute to both the development of police science as a separate discipline and to the strengthening of research within the profession. The projects are presented according to the source of funding, with the exception of the PhD projects which will be described in more detail in a separate subchapter (p. 75) – and alphabetically according to their title, below each subheading. PHS staff are not listed under the unit they are part of.

**Projects funded by the EU Horizon 2020 programme**

**Community-oriented policing and post-conflict police reform (ICT4COP)**

*Anne Rød, Tor Damkås, Jaishankar Ganapathy & Ingvild Magnæs Gjelsvik*

PHS is one of ten organisations from Norway, Germany, England, Poland and Ireland that make up the research consortium behind ICT4COP. The project stretches over a 5-year period (from 2015).

The main aim of the project is to improve the safety of people living in post-conflict areas and explores how to develop sustainable and trust-based relationships between the community and the police. The project is also examining how information and communication technology (ICT) can be developed and leveraged to strengthen these relationships.

The project is organised into the following work packages:

- Three work packages with responsibility for coordination and technical aspects: “WP1 Management and coordination of the project”, “WP2 Community-oriented policing in comparison”, “WP11 Dissemination and exploitation of results”.
- Four thematic work packages: “WP3 Technology development”, “WP4 Police training and education”, “WP5 Youth issues”, “WP6 Gender issues”.


• Four work packages based on geographical area: “WP7 East Africa” (Kenya, Somalia and South Sudan), “WP8 South Asia” (Afghanistan and Pakistan), “WP9 Central America” (Guatemala, Nicaragua and El Salvador), “WP10 Southeastern Europe” (Bosnia Herzegovina, Kosovo and Serbia).

WP4 is led by Anne Rød and Tor Damkås at PHS. One of the aims of this work package is to develop an e-learning programme for international police advisors working on community-oriented policing (COP) in post-conflict areas. The programme will have open access and will be accessible on the UiO platform from June 2020. PHS has already gathered training material connected to community policing from the project’s 11 key countries, the EU, the UN and other actors, and made the material available to all the researchers on the project through a database established by PHS.

A reference group, PEN, has also been established. It has around 45 international police experts, all with practical experience from, and knowledge of the specialist area. These police experts assist with advice on how to identify and evaluate best practice and point out potential areas of improvement in the assembled material.

Jaishankar Ganapathy is a participant in WP8. The group will study experiences of COP in Afghanistan and Pakistan in order to see whether improved communication and interaction between the police and local communities can contribute to better security for the inhabitants through improved efficiency and accountability on the part of the police.

**From mobile phones to court (FORMOBILE)**

https://formobile-project.eu/

Rune Nordvik

The aim of the FORMOBILE project is to develop a complete “mobile forensic” investigative process from the scene of a crime to court, and also to develop new tools to help collect more data from mobile phones. The project is divided into ten work packages (WP).

The project will develop a standard for the investigation of mobile phones in Europe, and deliver a unique course package on law enforcement. As the leader of “WP7 Training for law enforcement”, PHS is particularly involved in the development of this course package.

The project is led by the University of Applied Sciences Mittweida (HSMW) in Germany. They are also leading “WP5 Decoding mobile data”, “WP9 Project management” and “WP10 Ethical requirements”. Other partners are:

• Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI). Leader of “WP4 Acquisition of challenging mobile data”.

• Micro Systemation AB (MSAB), Sweden. Leader of “WP6 Analysis of mobile data”.

• Austrian Standards International (A.S.I). Leader of “WP3 Development of the forensic standard for mobile phones”.

• Zentrale Stelle für Information-
Intelligence network and secure platform for evidence correlation and transfer (INSPECTr)

Yves Guillaume L. Vandermeer

The aim of the INSPECTr-project is to deliver a software framework to facilitate and improve the work of crime mapping by integrating outputs from digital forensic tools – including PCs, smartphones, network traffic and web scraping – by standardising the traces after an open taxonomy based on the CASE-standards\textsuperscript{13}. Classical algorithms supported by machine learning technology will then correlate and improve the integrated traces. Electronic evidence may be shared between several legal authorities in different countries, in accordance with secure and legal standards of evidence developed in other Horizon 2020 projects.

The role of PHS in the INSPECTr-project is to:

- Coordinate the development and use of the “Living Labs”\textsuperscript{14} which have been set up in the legal authorities that are involved.
- Design the development of dedicated data sets for testing and validation purposes.
- Assist with end-user interfaces for crime mappers and the integration with existing case handling solutions.
- Validate ethical and legal aspects in cooperation with other members of the consortium.
- Validate the open-source approach\textsuperscript{15}.

---

\textsuperscript{13} CASE stands for "Cyber-Investigation Analysis Standard Expression", and is a standard format (documentation language) used for the documentation of electronic evidence.

\textsuperscript{14} A “Living Lab” is a computer infrastructure (hardware, software, network) linked to the existing infrastructure of the law enforcement authorities. Four countries, each with their own "Living Lab", will use the tools locally.

\textsuperscript{15} The open-source approach implies the publication of data codes, not only the compiled drivable version. This gives an insight into how the software has been written and enables potential errors to be identified and addressed. In the INSPECTr-project it will also help enable law enforcement authorities in countries not involved in the project to use the services free of charge.
Projects funded by the Research Council of Norway (NFR)

Computational forensics for large-scale fraud detection (ArsForensica)
Katrin Franke (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, NTNU, at Gjøvik) (project leader) & Jul Fredrik Kaltenborn
The project is funding seven research fellows, among them Jul Fredrik Kaltenborn from PHS. The project is examining the use of different types of artificial intelligence in the analysis of big data, with the goal of uncovering, preventing and investigating economic crime. Kaltenborn’s project (p. 80) systematises and finds theoretical links in technology-neutral law, and tries to contribute to insights into the advantages and disadvantages of solving legal questions from a starting point of technology-neutral law.

Kaltenborn is a PhD candidate at the Law Faculty of the University of Oslo, and is in addition following the project managed by NTNU at Gjøvik. The project is funded by NFR’s IKTPLUSS.

Evidence-based prevention in the new police organisation
Associate Professor Tina Luther Handegård (project leader) & police superintendent/PHS lecturer Charlotte Ryen Berg
The aim of this research project is to describe and analyse the conditions of police work on evidence-based prevention. Central research questions are:
• How is evidence-based prevention understood and what does the police do when working in an evidence-based way?
• What are the conditions that need to be present in order for the police to be able to work in an evidence-based way?
• What preparations have been made for evidence-based preventive work in the new police organisation?
• How is the collaboration with other government agencies/actors in the evidence-based preventive work?

The article “Knowledge-based police work – knowledge to trust?” by Handegård and Berg has been accepted and is about to be published by the journal Nordisk politiforskning.

Police action against the illegal hunting of wolves
Paul Larsson, Olve Krange (Norwegian Institute for Nature Research, NINA) & Ketil Skogen (NINA)
The project looks at the work carried out by the police and the Norwegian Nature Inspectorate (SNO) in the field of illegal wolf hunting. It is based on case studies and interviews by local police interviewers, the National Authority for Investigation and Prosecution of Economic Crime (Økokrim) and people in SNO responsible for predators – 14 people so far.

The project looks at how you investigate “hopeless cases”. By hopeless cases we mean cases with few leads, tips of variable quality, interviews that do not work, lack of remains and other
The public are often not very helpful in such cases because they feel the police should not be prioritising them. The police themselves are also divided in their view of the severity of such breaches of the law. Data collection for the project has now finished, and work is underway to prepare the research for publishing. The group is currently planning possible future projects.

**New trends in modern policing**

Johanne Yttri Dahl (project leader), Paul Larsson, Annette Vestby, Helene O. I. Gundhus (UiO / Professor II, PHS), Siv Rebekka Run-hovde & Pernille Erichsen Skjevrak

The aim of the project is to examine the increasing intertwining of police methods used before a criminal offence is committed (proactive policing) and measures taken by the police after the criminal offence has occurred (reactive policing). Traditionally, crime prevention and investigation have been separate police methods. Today the police are expected to be one step ahead, working both proactively and reactively on a variety of criminal offences, such as economic crime, labour market crime, environmental crime, crime for profit and art crime. This requires the police to have knowledge of crime that is being planned and crime that is being carried out. In this context, intelligence, proactive investigation, crime analysis, surveillance and provocation are of vital importance. The project will explore dilemmas and questions arising from the use of new police methods, the new role of the police in society and the blurring of differences between proactive and reactive methods of policing. The focus of the Community Police Reform on professionalism, new working methods, evidence-driven processes and intelligence is examined in a series of ongoing subprojects. Based on carefully selected cases, the project will develop knowledge of areas of policing where little research has been done, both internationally and in Norway. The project will thus contribute to new empirical knowledge and theory development, both important for the education of a highly qualified police service.

The subprojects are as follows:

1. **Trends in policing crime for profit**

   Johanne Yttri Dahl

   The aim of the project is to examine how the police work to combat cross-border crime for profit, and how changes in the relationship between police prevention, intelligence and investigation are visible in this area. One part of this project is a focus on covert methods of policing, in particular covert surveillance.

**Publications 2019:**


**Lectures 2019:**

2. Theft and trafficking of art: A study on policing, prevention and security
*Siv Rebekka Runhovde*

The study deals with the combating of art and cultural heritage crime in Norway, France and Italy, and seeks to uncover what characterises the control regime in this area, which public and private institutions assist in such controls and to what degree the work is characterised by a proactive versus a reactive approach.

One of the goals is to discuss how Norwegian authorities may take a more preventive approach in the field. This is a two-year research project.

**Lectures 2019:**


3. Police methodology: From covert to dialogue-based police strategies
*Paul Larsson*

The project looks at the work carried out by the police and the Norwegian Nature Inspectorate (SNO) in the field of illegal wolf hunting. It is based on case studies and interviews by local police interviewers, the National Authority for Investigation and Prosecution of Economic Crime (Økokrim) and people in SNO responsible for predators.

The project looks at how you investigate “hopeless cases”. By “hopeless cases” we mean cases with few leads, tips of variable quality, interviews that do not work, lack of remains and other technical evidence. The public are often not very helpful in such cases because they feel the police should not be prioritising them. The police themselves are also divided in their view of the severity of such breaches of the law.

**Lectures 2019:**


Larsson, P. (2019, May). *Wolf-hunting as organized...*


Helene O. I. Gundhus (UiO / Professor II, PHS)
The overriding purpose of the project is to examine how eradication of the divisions between the policing methods of prevention, intelligence and investigation affect police risk management of different target groups. Through a variety of cases – from empirical examination of police officers’ experience of the Community Police Reform, the use of intelligence in police control of immigration to the prevention of youth crime – the project will illuminate how the increasing intertwining of police methods affects the knowledge platform, prioritisation and handling of the different target groups in police work. This will be examined in the light of the police reform’s emphasis on specialisation, standardisation, digitisation, intelligence and new management structures. Some of the questions being asked are to what extent new framework conditions and objectives – in particular the police reform’s emphasis on goal-oriented management, standardisation, intelligence and specialisation – contribute to changing the role and identity of the police in the community. The project began in 2017, and is based on document analysis, interviews (individual and focus groups), observations, and questionnaires sent to all professional police officers in the autumn of 2018. Pernille Erichsen Skjevrak, a research assistant on the project, has interviewed police officers on how intelligence is used in the prevention of youth crime.

Publications 2019:


Chronicles 2019:

**Lectures 2019:**

**Publications 2019:**

**5. Organised or economic crime?: The significance of police organisation and competence**

Annette Vestby

The authorities’ institutional constructions of organised and economic crime, and their role in the choice of cases and methodology. This PhD project is described in more detail on p. 87.

**Papers 2019:**

**Media contributions 2019:**
Security in internet governance and networks: analyzing the law (SIGNAL)

*Inger Marie Sunde*

The project deals with normative aspects of cyber security with the emphasis on the effects of the EU’s NIS-directive and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), as well as the Convention on Cybercrime of the Council of Europe. PHS is a partner in the project which is led by Professor Lee Bygrave at SERI (University of Oslo). Research Fellow Luca Tosoni writes about privacy protection and cyber security in the field of cybercrime, and investigates whether cyber security can be regarded as a basic human right. Tosoni is a PhD fellow at the Law Faculty and Professor Inger Marie Sunde is his academic co-supervisor. The project is funded by the Research Council of Norway’s IKTPluss.

**Projects funded by Nordforsk**

**Gender equality, diversity and societal security**

*Dag Ellingsen (project leader), Ulla-Britt Lilleaas (Centre for Gender Research, Oslo), Fia Sundevall (Stockholm University), Alma Persson (Linköping University), Anders Ahlbäck (Stockholm University/Åbo Akademi), Beate Sløk-Andersen (Copenhagen Business School) & Johanna Hjertquist*

This research project is an empirical and theoretical examination of the connection between increased diversity in police and military personnel and changing perceptions about trust and security in the Nordic countries. The project combines empirical studies from Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland. The research team is evenly represented across the Nordic countries and has a strong interdisciplinary profile. Research topics include the organisation of everyday practice in the security forces, the perception of diversity and security work within the organisations, as well as analyses of related policy and decision-making processes. The project is administrated by the Work Research Institute (AFI) at OsloMet.

**Nordic multiagency approaches to handling extremism: Policies, perceptions and practices**

*Tore Bjørgo (C-REX / Professor II, PHS) (project leader) & Randi Solhjell (work package leader WP3) & Ingvild Magnæs Gjelsvik (project assistant)*

This is a Nordic research project which examines the inter-agency collaboration between schools, health services, social services and the police in order to prevent and manage violent extremism among young people in Finland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark. The project looks at how the various agencies and establishments collaborate and exchange information and which institutional and legal frameworks these collaborations are based on. It also examines what promotes and what prevents this collaboration.
The project period is 2018–2022, and the project is a collaboration between the universities of Aarhus, Gothenburg and Turku - in Denmark, Sweden and Finland respectively.

**Publication 2019:**

**Lectures 2019:**

---

**Police detectives on the TOR-network: A study on tensions between privacy and crime fighting**

*Inger Marie Sunde*

Professor Inger Marie Sunde and senior research fellow Jeanette Westlund Hegna (PHS) participate in this project about police investigation of the TOR network (part of the Dark Web). The central issue is the tension between privacy and other human rights on the one hand, and the interests of effective investigation and prevention of criminal acts on the TOR network on the other. The fundamental idea is to compare daily policing with the demands relating to securing evidence and legal rights.

The project is headed by Professor Wouter Stol (Open Universiteit Nederland). Additional participants are Professor Tim Wilson (Northumbria University, England), Professor Oliver Popov (Stockholm University, Sweden). The project provides funding for three PhD candidates from Norway, the Netherlands and Sweden respectively. The Norwegian part of the project is headed by Professor Inger Marie Sunde, who is also the academic supervisor of Jeanette Westlund Hegna in her doctoral project on international legal frameworks of virtual jurisdiction in the investigation of the TOR-network (p. 78).

**Taking surveillance apart**

*Heidi Mork Lomell (UiO / Professor II, PHS) & Guro Flinterud*

The project will chart the legal frameworks that already exist and those that are developing in Norway, Finland and the UK relating to police intelligence and investigation activity on the Internet. It will further identify how the parties in the debate about online surveillance articulate and justify their positions. As a third avenue, the project will study people’s online behaviour, their perception of risk, the expectations they have of privacy and protection and their perceptions of online police surveillance. The project began...
on 1 May 2017 and will conclude in July 2020.

Dissemination 2019:


Projects funded by other external collaboration partners

Evaluation, implementation and outcomes of the Community Police Reform

Cathrine Filstad (Professor BI / Professor II, PHS) (project leader), Trude H. Olsen (School of Business and Economics at UiT, the Arctic University of Norway), Anja Thomassen (Aalborg University), Tom Karp Kristiania University College), Liz Solberg (BI) & research assistant Iselin Gjeruldsen.

The project conducts research into the characteristics of change processes and outcomes in connection to the implementation of the Community Police Reform. In addition, the researchers explore issues related to police management as change management in general and practical police management in particular.

In 2019 four MA theses on management and organisational psychology were completed at the Norwegian Business School (BI), and one MA dissertation on police science was completed at PHS, based on qualitative studies of issues linked to the project – supervised by Cathrine Filstad. Follow-up interviews, based on the original interviews with 25 police contacts from 2018 by research assistant Iselin Gjeruldsen, were also carried out. Cathrine Filstad completed four months full-time field studies in Oslo Police District.

The project is financed by the Agency for Public Management and eGovernment (Difi, now DFØ) and will conclude in February 2020.
Publications 2019:

Presentation 2019:

"The gang project" / Interdisciplinary crime prevention
Randi Solhjell (project leader) & Pernille Erichsen Skjøvrak
Trends in youth crime oscillate. What do we know of preventive measures in the field? This project carries out reviews of Nordic country literature as well as a pilot study of the urban planning project “Oslo South”, in particular of the establishment of a crime prevention team in the Søndre Nordstrand district. What is the knowledge base on which we build crime prevention efforts, and what are the preventive measures that have been initiated? How do we approach such a fragmented field where young people commit crimes on their own, but at the same time potentially have links to or membership of criminal networks?

The project period is 2018 to Spring 2020. The project is funded through “the Consortium for Research on Terrorism and International Crime”16.

Projects funded by PHS and collaboration partners

Ethics, social media and teacher training
Brita Bjørkelo, Ingrid Helleve (UiB) & Aslaug Grov Almås (Western Norway University of Applied Sciences)
This project is the Norwegian part of an international collaborative project initiated by Brita Bjørkelo and Zoe Morris of Monash University (Melbourne, Australia). All members of the project are former members of the research group “Digital Learning Communities” based at the Department of Education, Faculty of Psychology, at the University of Bergen.

The main research questions concern how student teachers experience the ethical aspects of Facebook use, and how they manage the use of social media in the transition from private individual to professional teacher. The project also aims to compare the experiences of Norwegian student teachers with similar student...
groups in Australia, something which also was thematised in Morris’s 2016 doctoral thesis 17. On the basis of a publication18 from the project, a meeting was held in a municipality which works on ethical guidelines for the use of social media in schools.

Work is currently underway to complete other publications from the project. Data from the parts of the project which PHS have ownership of (parts two and three) were uploaded to the NSD data archive in 2019, https://search.nsd.no/study/NSD2684?record-type[0]=study

The project period is 15.7.2010–1.1.2021. More information about the project can be found here: https://app.cristin.no/projects/show.jsf?id=411053

**Publication 2019:**


**Following the police from ground to air: The introduction of drones in the Norwegian Police**

*Jenny Maria Lundgaard*

In this project, Lundgaard will be following the National Police Directorate’s testing of the use of drones. Tests are carried out in three different police districts, where police drone pilots have been given training in the rules and regulations for, and the use of drones. Through her fieldwork, Lundgaard will examine the interaction of people and technology, and look at what happens when drones are introduced into the police. Among the questions to be answered are how the use of drones will change the classic role and work of the police, what kind of assignments the drones will be used for, and whether the use of drones to carry out an assignment will act as a supplement or a replacement, and if so, for what?

The project began in 2019 and will be concluded in 2021. It is funded by the PHS and the Ministry of Justice.

**Lessons from crime prevention in preventing violent extremism (PVE) by police**

*Tore Bjørgo*

*(C-REX / Professor II, PHS)*

The project is funded by Radicalisation Awareness Network (RAN), and will result in a RAN Issue Paper for the RAN police working group (RAN POL), which is being written with policymakers and practitioners/experts as target groups. The project examines how insights from general crime prevention may be used in the prevention of violent extremism, and is to a large extent structured around the nine preventive mechanisms previously developed by Bjørgo in works on prevention in general and terrorism in particular. The project will conclude with the publication of its report in January 2020.

---


Diversity in education and the police service

Brita Bjørkelo, Hege Høivik Bye (UiB), Marit Egge, Jai Ganapathy & Mariann Stærkebye Leirvik (OsloMet)

The project examines diversity in education and the police service, and consists of three subprojects. Part one focuses on study environment and diversity (Egge/Ganapathy), part two on ethnic diversity among uniformed police (Leirvik) and part three shines a light on diversity, work environment and career development among employees of the Norwegian police force (Bjørkelo/Bye). Data collection (qualitative/quantitative/field studies) has been completed. A collective summarising article as well as part publications from the subprojects are in the pipeline. Members of the project have, during 2019, provided contributions to, among others, the Svendsen Committee (an external committee, headed by Berit Svendsen), which by gathering inspiration from both the private and public sectors will come up with a recommendation of how the Norwegian Armed Forces can better recruit, develop, retain and phase out competence.

The project members have also worked with Norsk Politihistorisk Selskap (Norwegian Police History Society) (NPHS) and PHS on the seminar “A historical perspective on police recruitment” in the context of the project “2020: A hundred years of Police Education”.

The project is funded by PHS and the University of Bergen. The project period is 1.1.2015–30.6.2025, and more information can be found here: https://app.cristin.no/projects/show.jsf?id=465586

Publication 2019:


Lectures/Presentations 2019:


kompetanseperspektiv:
Erfaringer fra politiet.
Paper presented at Forsvarets likestillings- og mangfoldskonferanse, Oslo.

The public sphere and freedom of expression in the Nordic countries
Geir Heivoll & Sverre Flaatten
The work of Flaatten and Heivoll was part of the project “The public sphere and freedom of expression in the Nordic countries”, a collaboration between the faculties of law, humanities and theology at the University of Oslo, the National Library and the National Archives of Norway and an associated Nordic research network. The researchers represent many different academic disciplines, such as history, law, theology, the history of ideas and political and literary science. The aim of the work on the project was to contribute to new knowledge about the historical prerequisites for the emergence of various public institutions in the Nordic countries after 1815. The sub-project of Heivoll and Flaatten was a collaboration between the University of Oslo and PHS. In 2017 they published the book Rettslige overgangsformer. The project was concluded in 2019 in connection with publication of the anthology Frie ord i Norden?: Offentlighet, ytringsfrihet og medborgerskap 1814-1914.

Publication 2019:
Personality, stress effect, information gathering and situation awareness in police operational simulator training

Asle M. Sandvik, Espen S. Gjevestad, Einar Aabrekk, Peter Øhman & Per Ludvik Kjendlie

This is a joint project with the Department of Psychosocial Science at the University of Bergen and the Clinic for Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation at the Hospital of Vestfold. The objective is to increase knowledge about personality and its significance in terms of how stress is experienced, the ability to gather information and the formation of situation awareness during police operations. The effect of physical fitness on the mastering of stress, perception and situation awareness will also be examined in the project.

The project period is 2016–2022.

Publication 2019:

The police as an organisation
Trond Myklebust (project leader) & Cato Bjørkli (University of Oslo)
In collaboration with the Work and Organisational Psychology research group at the Department of Psychology at the University of Oslo, the research department at PHS initiated the project “The police as an organisation” (2016–2020). The project seeks to illuminate the organisational and psychological factors that inhibit and promote change in the police, mainly in the context of the Community Police Reform. The overall aim of the project is to provide new knowledge about change in police organisations and to create a knowledge base for the Norwegian police as an institution.

In 2018–2019 six Master students from the Department of Psychology wrote their dissertations as part of this project.

The project is funded by the Norwegian National Police Directorate, the University of Oslo and PHS.

Police management before and now: A question of leadership, attitudes and culture?
Brita Bjørkelo & Emma Villman (PhD research fellow at the University of Helsinki)
A contribution to the forthcoming centenary book on PHS is currently underway, based on this project. The background to this project is that PHS, post-22 July 2011, began work, led by Bjørkelo, aimed at increasing knowledge-sharing between the different part of the organisation.

Earlier in the project, academic assistant Benedikte Årseth (Norwegian Business School (BI)/
PHS, Master in Management and Organisational Psychology) and Cathrine Filstad (Norwegian Business School (BI) / Professor II, PHS) also provided assistance.

The sharing and analysis of previous assignments handed in by participants on PHS management courses are an integral part of the project work. The assignments were originally going to be shredded after having expired from the PHS library collection in the Spring of 2015, however Villman obtained consent and has scanned all the previous management assignments that were still available. The assignments for which consent was obtained and which therefore could be digitised have been uploaded onto the academic portal, KO:DE, and can thus also be kept for the future. The contribution to the PHS centenary book analyses what police managers educated at PHS have written over time, who they are and what this may have meant for practical police management.

Sheep in wolf’s clothing? The taming of the Soldiers of Odin in Norway

Tore Bjørgo (C-REX / Professor II, PHS) & Ingvild Magnæs Gjelsvik

In many countries, vigilante groups are patrolling the streets with the aim of protecting local communities against the threat they perceive is posed by criminal immigrants. Such groups claim that the police have neither the capacity nor the will to protect native citizens, and legitimise their activities by claiming to assist the police in keeping the streets safe. The Soldiers of Odin is such a group. In a short time they have established themselves as a fast growing movement in many countries. The book chapter “Sheep in wolf’s clothing? The taming of the Soldiers of Odin in Norway” describes the rise and fall of the Soldiers of Odin in Norway. The Norwegian group communicated clearly to the world that they were neither a vigilante group nor right-wing extremists. Even though the Soldiers of Odin in Norway showed clear vigilante and anti-Islam traits, the group turned out to be less militant and right-wing extremist than the original organisation, Soldiers of Odin in Finland. The chapter takes a closer look at why the Norwegian Soldiers of Odin were a more moderate version of the phenomenon, and why the group – whose aim was to contribute to safer streets – attracted a particular type of member, namely young men with a criminal background. The chapter is part of the book Vigilantism Against Migrants and Minorities, edited by Tore Bjørgo and Miroslav Mareš (Masaryk University, Brno), which was published by Routledge in 2019.

Projects Funded by PHS

Firearms project – part 2

Tor-Geir Myhrer (project leader), Bjørn Barland, Gunnar Thomassen, Jon Strype & Pernille Skjevrak

This two-part project examines how the police force experienced the temporary arming of the
Norwegian police in the period from November 2014 to February 2016. It also looks at the attitudes of the police and the public to the question of whether Norwegian police should carry guns when on duty.

The first part of the project was an evaluation of the temporary period of carrying arms. This was commissioned and funded by the National Police Directorate. The second part of the project is based internally in the department and funded by PHS.

The project involves two questionnaires. One is aimed at police personnel and has been carried out through a technical collaboration with the Norwegian Police Union. This questionnaire is to a large extent a recycling of the questions drawn up by Professor Liv Finstad for the survey conducted by the Police Union among their members in 2011. In order to investigate whether the attitudes to carrying arms among union members had changed from 2011 to 2017, PHS carried out an equivalent survey in the autumn of 2017. The second survey was directed towards the general public and is an adapted version of the one described above. Telephone interviews with a representative group of 1000 individuals have been carried out by Opinion. This part was also carried out in autumn 2017. Analysis of the data from the survey was begun in late autumn 2017, and the findings from the police survey were published in the “PHS Research”-series 2019. The general public survey will be published during 2020.

Publication 2019:

Characteristics and understandings of practice placement across professions (CUPP)
Marie-Louise Damen, Brita Bjørkelo & Olav Dahl
The research project CUPP (Characteristics and understandings of practice placement across professions) will contribute to giving students an education which is relevant and which prepares them for their working life.

The project group comprises researchers and professionals from the fields of education, medicine, health care (nurses),
policing, psychology and the interdisciplinary programme at the Center for Interprofessional Workplace Learning (TVEPS) at the University of Bergen. By combining research across various professional educational fields, this project will produce new knowledge on how to structure and facilitate future organisation and collaboration between educational establishments and the workplace.

The project is applying for funding via the Research Council of Norway’s FIN-NUT-programme. The project is a collaboration between the University of Bergen, Western Norway University of Applied Sciences, VID Specialized University (Stavanger), PHS, Radboud Universiteit (the Netherlands) and Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (Belgium).

Conformity through deviance
Bjørn Barland
This project examines modern body culture and doping against the background of the work of Robert K. Merton, and asks to what extent Merton’s theories on deviation can explain the use of muscle-building substances in modern-day body culture. The main question is whether use of these substances can be understood as an attempt to live up to society’s demand for a perfect body. The project will conclude in the last quarter of 2020.

Digital Hour (DDT)
Inger Marie Sunde
Digital Hour is a series of seminars for PHS staff, students and police colleagues. There are 3-4 seminars per semester. The aim is to highlight developments in digital technology, social media etc. and to create awareness of opportunities and challenges in all areas of policing. The initiative is research-driven and run by the research group Police in a Digital Society, who have established a programme committee for Digital Hour. The aim is to contribute to the development of professional policing in the digitised society.

The transcendence of ethics: On inner unity in epistemology, axiology and ethics in the philosophy of Edmund Husserl. A phenomenological contribution to professional ethics
Egil H. Olsvik
In his PhD project, Olsvik wishes to contribute to a considerable strengthening of the theoretical basis for professional ethics in general and in the police in particular. The project will lay the groundwork for nuancing and a deeper understanding of the fact that underlying and silent ethical principles characterise and motivate policing. The thesis concludes that by formulating a set of norms for a new concept of values-based professional practice, known as VAP.

On a deeper level, the thesis is an attempt to use the transcendental phenomenology of Edmund Husserl (1859–1938) in a police context, in order to give better insight into hitherto not clarified aspects in the field. The project also presents entirely new knowledge based
on the reading of unpublished, hand-written manuscripts stored in the Husserl archive in Leuven (Belgium). New insights into Husserl’s theory of ethics are also presented. So far this has been little known in Norway, despite Husserl being regarded as one of the most influential thinkers of our time.

Intelligence and decision support in police crisis management
Linda Hoel & Monica Lillevik
This study builds on findings from evaluations (based on observations and interviews) of the PHS programme for staff and leader development.\(^{19}\)
The topic of the study is using intelligence as a decision support in police crisis management. Based on previous evaluations and findings, the issue to be more closely examined is: What prevents and what promotes intelligence-based crisis management?

In the past few years there has been an increased focus on the importance of intelligence and investigation in policing. Intelligence is often linked to preventive police work, but intelligence (and investigation) have also become more important in police emergency preparedness and management of exceptional events. The overall topic of this study is how the police use intelligence as decision support for crisis handling and management on all levels.

Data will be collected among operational managers and chiefs of staff in the police who use information provided by police staff with responsibilities and jobs linked to intelligence and investigation to assess the probability and risk of future events which must be prevented. Through the intelligence experience of such staff members, the study will uncover new knowledge about where in the police there is a problem with using intelligence-based information as decision support – not only in the context of crisis management, but also generally in police management, governance, coordination and the prioritisation of resources.

Ethics and learning during in-field training
Linda Hoel, Erik Christensen (Nord University) & Johannes Sjo Steinsvåg
This project examines police students’ views of themselves as second-year (B2) students. The study builds on surveys with open-ended question categories among 277 students.

The project concludes in April 2021.

Publication 2019:

Evaluation of the Staff and Leadership Development Programme
Linda Hoel, Bjørn Barland & Monica Lillevik
This project is a comprehensive evaluation of the Staff and Leadership Development Programme under the auspices of PHS and the Police Directorate. We have followed the programme closely through participating observations at gatherings and drills, and carried out interviews with members of staff. The evaluation has had a formative approach in that we have followed the development of one initiative – the Staff and Leadership Development Programme – with the aim of providing concrete feedback to the actors in the programme on how it can be improved. The evaluation is limited in line with the mandate of the evaluation assignment, and includes three main areas:

New training concept (a new scenario and an emphasis on investigation and intelligence) for the programme at the Justice Sector Conference and Training Centre at (JKØ).

The new Chief of Staff role and the significance of this for the implementation of the programme.

Local training in police districts, including the importance of competence enhancement measures for the management of joint search and rescue (SAR), immediately prior to these exercises.

Publication 2019:

From hidden violence to policy in practice: focus on the growth of refuges in the 1970s and 1980s and its significance for current understanding of domestic violence
Sol Gunn Eidheim
The study examines negotiations which took place between women’s refuges and the authorities during the 1970s and 1980s. The negotiations were conducted on many levels, and highlight the dilemmas that arise when the same organisation both creates policy and provides practical services. The examination of the negotiations has two parts: one focuses on negotiations between the refuges and the welfare authorities, the other deals with negotiations between the refuges, the police and political authorities with the aim of bringing about prosecutions. The project will highlight the significance that both of these types of negotiation have had on our understanding of victims of domestic violence, and how we deal with domestic violence today.

Hate crime against LGBTIQ-persons: subjectivation, co-citizenship and homo-nationalism
Henning Kaiser Klatran
Hate crime has, during the past 20 years, developed from being
a crime on which the police did not particularly focus to being identified by the Director of Public Prosecutions as one of the priorities for investigation. Hate crime legislation, which includes queer people, can be understood as an expression of the citizenship of LGB-TIQ-persons in a Norway which increasingly is characterised by tolerance towards homosexuals. At the same time, the legislation illustrates that queer people still are a vulnerable minority and therefore need particular legal protection. The risk of being exposed to harassment, threats and violence has consequences for queer people’s openness and use of public space. Queer people have thus in a relatively short time gone from fighting against criminal prosecution by the state, to seeing carceral justice and state violence as a system that ensures their safety and enables their self-expression. The establishment of hate crime as both a crime- and identity-political phenomenon has to a large extent happened within a discourse where tolerance towards homosexuals emerges as a Norwegian value, whereas homophobia and several types of crime are linked to immigration and “the foreigner”. One issue which deserves more attention is therefore whether individual understanding of queer citizenship risks contributing to the exclusion of the racialised “others” from ”the Norwegian us”.

The project includes qualitative interviews and text analysis. The analysis is theory-driven and does to a large degree build on important contributions within queer and post-colonial theory.

Publication 2019:

Lectures 2019:

Hate crime and hate speech: The work of the police and experiences of protected groups
Randi Solhjell
The background to the study is that the police have been asked by the Director of Public Prosecutions to pay special attention to hate crime; all violations concerning hate crime are to be given priority, regardless of the degree of severity. However, there is little research on hate crime generally in Norway, and in particular in a police context. The aim of the study is therefore to interview police officers working on the topic of hate crime in Norway, and review a number of criminal cases in order to understand considerations and
priorities, as well as the internal competence development of the police. Victims of hate crime will also be interviewed.

The project will run until May 2022.

Can the ability of police students to build trust in vulnerable groups be strengthened through digital teaching aids?

Jens Erik Paulsen, Joshua Marvale Phelps, Trond Kyrre Simensen & Rick Trinkner (Arizona State University)

This project, which is a collaboration between PHS and Arizona State University, will contribute knowledge about how digital teaching aids affect the students’ ability to create trust in their work – particularly in contact with vulnerable groups.

In Autumn 2020, PHS will launch a digital learning resource for police students in the new subject “Communication, society, ethics” (KSE). The research project will examine to what degree this digital resource contributes to a genuine change in attitudes and behaviour during the students’ in-field training. The project aims to establish a baseline for knowledge and skill in the students before they are exposed to the topic, and this includes studying the use of the digital resource, evaluation of the functionality and effect of the KSE resource, and dissemination of the results through scientific articles, workshops and conference papers.

**Lectures 2019:**
Paulsen, J. E. (2019, mars).

Publications i 2019:

Charting values in different types of policing
Jens Erik Paulsen
This project charts values that are important in the various types of police work. It is first and foremost based on interviews with nine experienced police officers, whose main areas of work are police patrols, crime prevention and investigation (three from each area). The aim of the project is to use these insights to improve police education at all levels – both Bachelor and beyond.

Control of capital:
Police-free zones and the strategic basis for criminal justice
Sverre Flaatten
The police are one of several bodies tasked with protecting the economic infrastructure of a society. The particular responsibility of the Norwegian National Authority for Investigation and Prosecution of Economic and Environmental Crime (Økokrim) is linked to the control of the economic system by criminal justice. This distinguishes Økokrim from the other public bodies regulating economic behaviour.

In the relationship between punishment and regulation, the understanding of responsibility is key. Differences in allocation between the police and other regulatory bodies also reflects the different meanings of responsibility in economic life. In today’s Europe, the control of capital is central in discussions of responsibility and control. The flow of capital has not been as free since the time of the gold standard in the early 20th century. Europe is experiencing economic unrest and crises, and a series of scandals and leaks have given us insights into considerable control challenges. Given the general responsibility of the police and the particular responsibility of Økokrim for the legal controls, we are asking the following three questions:

(1) In what way and to what extent does the work of the police in the control of capital contribute to safeguarding economic stability?

(2) What does the legal control of capital tell us about responsibility within the economic system?

(3) What are the challenges that have arisen in connection with this work from today's current free flow of capital?

The three questions above are the main focuses in the research project “Control of capital”. This is in the field of what within economic history and sociology is known as “Polanyi’s thesis”. According to this thesis there is a structural relationship between democratic control and the flow of capital: On the one hand, democratic control of capital can restrain the necessary flow of capital; on the other hand, the free flow of capital can attack and undermine democratic institutions. Internationally, Polanyi’s thesis is debated in the light of today’s economy, but it has not, either nationally or internationally, been examined with the legal control of capital as a starting point – despite the fact that the democratically anchored
criminal justice highlights the problem. The project “Control of capital” is an attempt to fill this research gap.

In his work on the project, Flaatten has established the two analytical concepts ‘police-free zones’ and ‘the strategic basis of criminal justice’. The notion of police-free zones refers to the parts of society where police control traditionally does not have an assigned role, and particular justification is required for any intervention. Modern business enterprises are examples of this. ‘The strategic basis of criminal justice’ refers to the division between the norm violations which are characterised as criminal offences and are covered by criminal law, and the norm violations that are outside the scope of criminal justice. Both these concepts have been developed through studies of legal history. In the project the two concepts are used to analyse how modern economic crime challenges the motives and principles which traditionally have imposed limits on the police and criminal justice.

With its focus on causes and historical change, the project will be able to contribute to informing the strategic decisions of the police and prosecution authorities, as well as political choices of direction.

**Publications 2019:**


**Lectures 2019:**


**Criminology in a Nutshell**
*Paul Larsson*
Kriminologien i et nøtteskall (Criminology in a Nutshell) is a book project in the Gyldendal “Nutshell Series”. The project is still on-going. The book will provide basic knowledge on perspectives and theories in criminology, update classical theories and contribute to bringing this academic field into the 21st century.
Knowledge-based prevention in the new police organisation

Senior research fellow Tina Luther Handegård (project leader) & police superintendent/PHS lecturer Charlotte Ryen Berg (project participant)

The aim of this research project is to describe and analyse the qualifications of the police to work on knowledge-based prevention. Important research questions are:

• What do we understand by knowledge-based prevention, and what do the police do when they carry out knowledge-based work?
• What conditions need to be present in order for the police to be able to work in an knowledge-based way?
• What preparations are being made for knowledge-based preventive work in the new police organisation?
• How is the collaboration with other agencies in knowledge-based preventive work?

Handegård and Berg’s article Kunnskapsbasert politiarbeid – kunnskap til å stole på? (Knowledge-based police work - knowledge to trust?) has been accepted and is being published in the journal Nordisk politiforskning.

Values-based methodology in policing

Jens Erik Paulsen

The objective of this study is to develop an appropriate methodology for values-based policing. The method has been tried out and developed in the Occupational Ethics Programme at PHS in Oslo. Paulsen participated with the project in two international network workshops in 2015 and 2016.

Publication 2019:

Thinking several thoughts at once: Preventive policing against radicalisation and violent extremism

Ingvild Magnæs Gjelsvik & Tore Bjørgo (C-REX /Professor II, PHS)

This project has led to a book chapter in the anthology Forebyg-
few years. We then look at the proactive work, where dialogue is frequently used as a first reaction in cases of concern. When a crime is committed, reactive measures are put into effect, and we discuss in more detail the preventive effect these may have. Finally, we discuss the various grey zones and dilemmas which the police may face in connection with proactive and reactive initiatives in their encounters with extreme groups and individuals, and compromises that have to be made in these situations.

**Publications 2019:**


**Dissemination 2019:**


**News from PHS Research**

*Inger Marie Sunde*

Nytt fra PHS Forskning is a regular column in Politiforum, the members’ journal of the Norwegian Police Federation. Its aim is to reach out to the police service with regular information about new research publications from PHS. The column comments on doctoral theses and other peer-reviewed material such as articles, book chapters and monographs. It also gives information on the PHS library service, which can help those interested in studying these publications to obtain them. The column has been running since April 2018.

**The police as a learning organisation**

*Linda Hoel & Bjørn Barland*

The study builds on data from the evaluation of the Staff and Management Leadership Programme at PHS. The project looks more closely at how leaders at different levels (chief constable, chief of staff and operations manager) understand the concept of ‘learning by doing’, and discusses the findings in light of Dewey’s theory on
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learning by doing as well as other relevant organisational research in the field. The study also examines the conditions of learning by doing, and concrete initiatives which may be carried out in order to reinforce learning by doing in crisis management.

The article “A lesson to learn? A study of how various police leaders understand the concept of ‘learning from experiences’” is expected to be published during the first quarter of 2020.

The role of the police: Deportation of Jews from Northern Norway 1942–43

Evy Frantzsen

In 2012, the Head of the Norwegian Police Directorate, Odd Reidar Humlegård, officially apologised to Norwegian Jews for the involvement of the police in the arrest and deportation of Jews to the German concentration camps in 1942–43. However, it is not clear to what extent the police in the whole of Norway are conscious of the role played by the police in the deportation of Jews. Much of what happened at the time is shrouded in silence. The general view seems to be that most of it happened in and around Oslo, and some in Trondheim. The role of the police in the arrests in Oslo and Akershus, and to some extent in the larger towns in Southern Norway, is well documented in various studies.²¹

This project examines the role of the police in the actions against Jews in Northern Norway, where several Jews lived, were registered, and from where they were deported. None of the Jews deported from Northern Norway survived. Did any of them escape? Did they get help? Were any of them interned by the Norwegians? Was anyone warned, and if so, how? There is not much knowledge of the role of the ordinary police in Northern Norway, with the exception of a piece of work²² on Jews living in and deported from Tromsø. It is possible that the police in the north of the country had a different way of operating from what we know of police methods in other places, for example in Oslo.

This study is in the main based on archive material and local historical records. Frantzsen has so far studied literature, searched in the public archives in Tromsø and Trondheim and the National Archives, and had conversations with local historians.

The role and work of the police in a digital society

Inger Marie Sunde

The role and work of the police in a digital society – “digital policing” – is a priority area for PHS and includes work in the fields of research, education and development. The research deals with topics in the possible conflict zone between on the one hand the expectation of a reasonable degree of efficiency in preventive and investigative police methods, and on the other the requirement

to uphold the rule of law and recognise fundamental rights. The interdisciplinary research group “The Police in a Digital Society” (p. 68) was established in order to stimulate research in this field.

An important activity in 2019 was the Nordic Cybercrime Conference in October – a conference for Nordic researchers who, from various academic disciplines, are examining the significance of technological development for the crime picture, the role of the police and the handling of criminal cases. Participants strongly agreed that it is important to organize similar conferences for police staff in the future.

Police students:
Student satisfaction and learning outcomes
Jon Strype
This project examines how police students perceive their own study situation. Data for the study are provided by the student barometer of the Norwegian Agency for Quality Assurance in Education (NOKUT) for the period 2014–2020.

Results from the project will be published in journals as articles and as a report in the series PHS Research. The project period is 2018–2021.

The moral perception of police students
Jens Erik Paulsen & Jon Strype
The purpose of the project “The moral perception of police students” is to study whether – and if so, how – the moral attitudes of police students change during the course of their in-field training (B2). For this purpose we have obtained permission to use a questionnaire which was previously used by Moralfoundations.org under the leadership of Professor Jonathan Haidt (New York University). The questionnaire has been translated into Norwegian and is currently being tested. The first pilot study has been carried out, and adjustments to the questionnaire were made following the first follow-up study of the 2nd year students who returned from their in-field training in 2018.

Paulsen has focused on data collection in 2019. He is carrying out this study as part of the project “Kartlegginger av moralske utfordringer blant politistudenter i praksisåret” (Mapping moral challenges among police students during in-field training).

Police educators’ planning and facilitating for coherence and relevance
Marie-Louise Damen & Anne Kathrine Hagen
Much of the research into coherence in police education is directed towards how the students experience connections. In this project we examine the police educators’ understanding and experience of coherence and its relevance in police education. We ask how police educators contribute to creating a meaningful connection between theoretical knowledge and professional practice for Norwegian police students through their teaching practice and various learning activities.
A centenary of police education in 2020
Vanja L. Sørli (project leader), Marit Egge & Hjørdis Birgitte Ellefsen
The project marks the centenary of state police education in Norway. Much has happened since 1920, when continuing education became available to council-employed constables in the St. Hanshaugen neighbourhood in Oslo. The courses lasted three months and had 24 constables at a time. Today there are around 2000 police undergraduates and around 3000 police officers receiving continuing education every year at the various PHS campuses in Oslo, Bodø, Stavern and Kongsvinger.

The aim of the project is to consolidate, develop and disseminate knowledge about police education in the past, present and future. The purpose is partly to increase the understanding of what police education means for the police and society, and partly to reinforce the shared identity of colleagues as police educators. The project is among other things intended to stimulate R&D projects that illuminate the development of police education, dissemination in peer-reviewed channels, podcasts and reports, as well as at the PHS Research Conference 2021 and arrangements at Litteraturhuset and the study sites in 2020 and 2021.

Participants in this project are current and retired staff from PHS and the police, Norsk Politihistorisk Selskap (Police historical society), academic staff at the University of Oslo, OsloMet, the Holocaust Centre. The project period is 2018–2021.

Dissemination 2019:

The effect of physical fitness, sleep, diet and quality of life on police shift work
Espen Gjevestad (project leader) & Asle Makoto Sandvik
The aim of the project is to increase knowledge about how working-rotating shifts affects the health of individual officers on police patrol.

The concept ‘good health’ is many-faceted. The degree of ‘good health’ in this project will be examined by looking at the following factors: physical fitness, maximum strength, body composition, blood pressure, sleep quality, diet and quality of life. Mental strength will also be charted. Increased knowledge in this field will be advantageous to police education and will
Contribute to our understanding of how to reduce the possible increased strain of shift work for each individual.

The project period is 2017–2021.

Recruitment, education and a career in the police: A European comparative and longitudinal study (RECPOL)

Tore Bjørø (C-REX/Professor II PHS) & Marie-Louise Damen

Using questionnaires, this study follows police students through three phases: when they start their course, when they graduate, and three and (possibly) six years into their professional career. This enables us to understand how the police students’ attitudes, values and views in terms of the profession are shaped by their studies and their encounters with working life. The study is being carried out in several European countries with different systems of police training, and in many academic study programmes in Norway. The study provides a unique opportunity for comparative analysis, and several articles have already been published.

An anthology edited by Tore Bjørø and Marie-Louise Damen with contributors from several European countries will be published in March 2020.

The rule of law and emergency

Steinar Fredriksen

In the project “The rule of law and emergency” three main issues are examined:

- On which legal basis can norms about necessity as an authority to intervene be built in Norwegian law?
- What are the norms about necessity?
- What are the limits set by the Norwegian constitution and international human rights frameworks for the right of government agencies to invoke jus necessitates as authority for intervention?

The project will lead to a monograph. The end date of the project is 1 August 2020.

Storytelling in the police

Bjørn Barland

The project is an ethnographic analysis of how storytelling affects how the police perceive the carrying of firearms. The project builds on interviews with police officers about their experiences of the temporary arming of the Norwegian police. The project problematises the fact that politicians do not want a generally armed police force, but the police themselves have a clear wish to be generally armed. This has become a situation where the police must legitimise a view which is not supported outside the police. Police attempt to create this legitimacy through storytelling.

The project is a follow-up of previous publications on the arming of the Norwegian police and is expected to end in November 2020.

The course "An introduction to police leadership"

Ragnhild Holm, Emma Villmann (senior research fellow at Helsinki University) & Maren Skjelbreidalen

The project group has developed the online course “An introduction to police leadership” which is worth ten ECTS credits. It was completed for the first time in Autumn 2018.

75 students were enrolled in Autumn 2019. They met for a two-day group meeting at PHS in Oslo before embarking on the actual online course. The students were organised into three smaller groups. Maren Skjelbreidalen was responsible for one of them and Ragnhild Holm for the other two. Core groups of four people who were to cooperate during the course were established at the group meeting.

The course is built on proactive forms of learning where the participants observe and talk to the leaders in their organisation nine times during the 12-week duration of the course. The course was structured into nine modules with the following workflow: reading of syllabus literature, watching videos, doing practical assignments, answering reflective assignments and online discussions as well as taking part in obligatory online meetings. The course demanded that the students chose one of the observations/conversations with a leader, wrote a reflective piece around this and shared it in the core group. There were also video meetings where the assignments were discussed one by one. The core group members helped each other with the understanding and analysis of the observations based on the theory linked to the modules. In this way, theory and practice were linked and discussed.

Finally, in order to be allowed to sit the exam, the students had to hand in their reflective assignment to the teacher for approval.

Universal standards for non-coercive interviewing and procedural safeguards

Trond Myklebust

In 2016, the former UN special rapporteur on torture, Juan E. Mendez, presented his report to the General Assembly. This led to the initiation of a process to develop a universal set of standards for interviewing methods, with the emphasis on human rights. Through the iIIRG network the research department at PHS has contributed academic input to, and an international overview of, ongoing research as well as input on interviewing and the training of police interviewers. There is a desire for PHS to continue its academic contributions to the project through its role in the iIIRG steering group.

Lectures 2019:

Becoming a police officer – A longitudinal study of professional development and professional socialisation through the education and experiences of police superintendents

Linda Hoel & Tina Handegård

This project is a two-part study. Part one studies the experiences had by police students during their in-field training, with particular focus on the importance of their training supervisor for their learning and socialisation. The study is based on in-depth interviews with twelve police students.

Part two of the study examines the experiences of twelve police superintendents after three years’ service, with particular regard to their understanding of the role of the police in the transition from student to police officer. This part of the study is based on in-depth interviews with the same informants who participated in the first part on the experiences of police students during their in-field training.

The project is due to end in December 2020.

**Publication 2019:**

**Increasing and Retaining the Proportion of Academic Staff with Research Competence**

Research is currently being carried out in all academic departments at PHS. Senior lecturers on the undergraduate and post-graduate programmes have 25% of their time allocated to research, but may apply to the R&D committee to increase this percentage. University college lecturers with no research time may apply to the committee for time to undertake R&D projects or to complete a PhD. PHS also has its own Research Department, where staff have a larger proportion of time allocated to research and are therefore not entitled to apply to the R&D committee. The Research Department is responsible for the Masters programmes at PHS, thus securing the link between Masters degrees and research.

**The R&D Committee**

R&D work shall at all times be carried out in the various educational departments at PHS. All staff in permanent teaching positions are entitled to time for R&D every three years, and are obliged to complete R&D work every five years. Since 2012, staff in senior lecturer posts have been entitled to 25% R&D. It is an expressed goal for PHS to increase the proportion of staff with senior lecturer competence, and a number of university college lecturers have been granted R&D resources in order to attain higher qualifications.

The R&D committee at PHS allocates resources for one academic year at a time. In 2019 it allocated resources corresponding
to 9.25 full-time equivalents. The majority of funds were allocated to five staff members qualifying to become senior lecturers and ten PhD projects. In addition, the R&D committee granted resources to 12 different research projects. The period also witnessed a wide range of themes both in PhD and research projects; however what they all in their various ways have in common is that they are directed towards the police and policing. The R&D committee also granted funding to nine research groups for the academic year 2019–2020 (more on these below). More information about the research groups is presented on the PHS website.

In 2019 the R&D committee consisted of Professor Paul Larsson, Associate Professor Tina Luther Handegård, Associate Professor Steinar Fredriksen, Senior Lecturer Hugo Hansen, University College Lecturer and Research Fellow Kristina Kepinska Jakobsen, Associate Professor Vanja Lundgren Sørli, Head of Department Per Ludvik Kjendlie, Head of the Research Department Haavard M. Reksten and Vice Principal Tor Tanke Holm, who heads the committee. In August Morten Holmboe replaced Reksten, and Kjendlie took over as leader. Senior Advisor Bodil Stabell Haug is the committee secretary.

Research Groups
The research groups at PHS were established in 2016. One of the objectives of the groups is to strengthen the academic environment at PHS across the various departments and sites. Work is now well under way, and many of the groups are working on concrete projects.

Operational Policing
The group is led by Associate Professor Asle M. Sandvik
This is an interdisciplinary research group focusing on operational policing in the area of public order and emergency preparedness. Our areas of research include stress, stress mastery, perception, situational awareness, tactics, decision-making, simulation in training, arrest techniques, sport, physical fitness and health, as well as requirements and capacity analysis of operational personnel.

Our aim is to create a strong research environment for operational policing which contributes to developing PHS as a leading interdisciplinary research institution in fields directly relating to the operational work of the police.

At the end of 2019 the group had a total of 17 members. The majority are from PHS, but there are also external members from other organisations. The group’s external collaboration partners are:

• The Operational Psychology Research Group at the Faculty of Psychology, University of Bergen.
• National Defence University, Washington D.C., USA.
• Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Clinic, Kysthospitalen at Stavern, Vestfold Hospital.
• Regional Centre for Research and Education in Forensic
Psychiatry and Psychology, Bergen.
• Bjørknes University College, Oslo.
• London School of Economics and Political Science, England.

Organisation and Management
Group led by Assistant Chief Constable Trond Myklebust, Professor Brita Bjørkelo & Associate Professor Linda Hoel
The research group consists of researchers, staff qualifying as senior lecturers, Masters and PhD students as well as individual researchers from other, collaborating institutions. This is an interdisciplinary group. Its members have both practical and academic backgrounds from the police, psychology, sociology, political science, education, criminology, professional practice, practical knowledge and economics. The research group operates at an independent level and is not linked to a particular research project.

The research areas comprise all parts of the sector and include studies of both national and international policing.

The group conducts research and development on the police as a profession, its organisation and how it is managed. The aim is to increase knowledge about factors affecting the actual work of the police, from their educational journeys to police officers and managers. This knowledge will provide concrete contributions to the question of how they can carry out their work in society, both nationally and internationally.

Police Reform
Group led by Associate Professor H. Birgitte Ellefsen
The aim of the research group Police Reform is to contribute to demonstrating how present and past reforms in Norway and other countries affect the police and society. The group examines how reforms affect the role, tasks, working methods and problem-solving of the police, how they affect the welfare, safety and security of the population, and the consequences this may have for the legitimacy of both the police and the state.

The research group members are involved in several projects which examine the outcomes and consequences of the Community Police Reform, and have been active contributors to the work of the Norwegian Agency for Public Management and eGovernment (Difi) on evaluation of the reform. Through several publications and lectures in 2019, the research group members have contributed to an enlightened public debate about the consequences of the Community Police Reform for the police and society. The report of Filstad and Karp, Ledelse, implementering, effekter og resultater av nærpolitireformen, which was published in January 2019, received widespread attention from both media and politicians. This was also the case for the report Nærpolitireformen og politiets relasjon til publikum by
Wathne, Gundhus and Talberg, which was published in spring 2019.

The research group has an extensive foreign network, and has presented and discussed research results at a series of conferences, seminars and network events in Norway and abroad in 2019.

**Police Investigation Methods**

*Group led by Police Superintendent Ivar Fahsing*

This research group focuses in particular on research on police investigation methods in order to achieve increased transparency, clarity and methodological development in a somewhat closed and new research field. The methodological perspective is multi-disciplinary and ranges from phenomenological philosophy to practical policing, emphasising e.g. the theoretical, psychological, digital, epistemological and ethical dimensions in the crime investigation methods of the police. The purpose of the research is to further develop theory and practice related to investigation strategies, interview methods, decision-making, psychological factors, treatment of informants, quality dimensions, standardisation and professionalisation, work ethic, miscarriage of justice and human rights, among others.

The group’s members represent all PHS sites, and thus link the Bachelor studies with the Continuing Education Programme. The group has around 30 internal and external members from a series of collaboration partners, among them Oslo Police District, Kripos, the Faculty of Law (University of Bergen), the Norwegian Centre for Human Rights (University of Oslo), University College Copenhagen (Denmark), Linnaeus University (Sweden), the University of Uppsala (Sweden) and OsloMet.

---

---

**The police in a digital society (PIDS)**

*Group led by Professor Inger Marie Sunde. Its vice-chairs are Associate Professor Joshua M. Phelps & Senior Research Fellow Nina Sunde*

The police operate in an ever more complex and changing world. The growth of technology affects the safety of our society, the extent and geographical reach of criminality and the methods and tools of the police. The police is required “continuously to develop their ways of working and to be prepared and equipped to encounter the unexpected”.

The focus of this research group is to contribute to the positive development of the police at a time when both basic values and human rights, national jurisdiction and legal safeguards are being challenged by global sensor and communications systems, artificial intelligence and an omnipresent Internet. This is an interdisciplinary research group, which is reflected in the backgrounds of its leaders (law, social psychology, policing/criminology), looking at all aspects of policing...
in society. The members are from PHS, the University of Oslo (the Faculty of Law and the Faculty of Social Sciences) and the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) at Gjøvik. Other participants are police staff with a doctorate or a relevant Masters degree or who are preparing for PhDs. Many of the researchers participate in international research projects.

The most important activities of this research group in 2019 were, in addition to academic meetings, the publication of the anthology Det digitale er et hurtigtog!: Vitenskapelige perspektiver på politiarbeid, digitalisering og teknologi (The digital express train) and the arrangement of the Nordic Cybercrime Conference (24–25 October). The anthology and the conference are described in more detail in the introduction. (p. 9). The group also took the initiative for the special issue Artificial Intelligence and Policing in the Nordic Journal of Studies in Policing, and in that connection established an academic editorial team. The special issue will be published in August 2020.

Changing police methods
Group led by researcher Siv Rebekka Runhovde
The role of the police is changing. Traditionally, crime prevention and investigation have been separate areas. Today the police are expected to be on top of things and to work both proactively and reactively at the same time on many different types of crime. This requires the police to have knowledge about public disorder and potential crime which is being planned and is being committed. In this connection, intelligence, proactive investigation and crime analysis become greatly important. Technological development and the digitisation of society also pose fresh challenges for the police. Dilemmas and questions which arise in connection with the use of new methods of policing, the new role of the police in society and the blurring of the distinction between proactive and reactive police methods have not been given the attention they deserve in the field of police research. There is therefore a need for a new conceptual and theoretical framework in order to get a better understanding of this shift in police work.

Questions which will be discussed in this research group are:
• How is the blurring of the distinction between prevention, intelligence and investigation empirically manifested in police practice?
• How can hybrid forms of police strategies be understood, and what distinguishes them from the more traditional types of policing?
• What are the implications of a possible shift, both on a practical level and in relation to legal questions?

It is the aim of the research group to examine the practical and normative consequences of
this shift in police work, as well as any dilemmas and questions which arise. The ambition is to contribute to the development of theory by discussing empirically based knowledge. The goal is re-conceptualisation and theoretical innovation. The research group will invite external participants – both researchers, academic police staff and practitioners – to discuss empirical findings in the light of this.

Police registers (PolReg)

*Group led by Associate Professor Johanne Yttri Dahl*

The purpose of the research group PolReg is to (further) develop the potential for using data from the police’s own registers for research purposes. There are several police registers, such as STRASAK, BL, eDNA, PO, Indicia, AFIS and AGENT, which contain data representing an exciting and relatively little used source for researchers. Data from these registers can contribute to opening so-called “black boxes”, i.e. areas where systematised knowledge is missing, and thus help to gain important insights into police practice which is vital for the development of organisational learning and knowledge production. Developing the potential for using these data registers is an extension of some projects already initiated at PHS, and exemplifies methodical pioneering work in police science. This research group is a meeting place between researchers and practitioners who use police registers as data sources in their work, and researchers from different institutions. The group includes members from PHS, the Central Bureau of Statistics at the University of Oslo, OsloMet, the Norwegian Institute of Public Health, Oslo Police District and the Police Directorate. The research group facilitated interdisciplinary and inter-agency collaboration in a field which will contribute to knowledge and knowledge development relevant to the police, police science and the field of criminal policy.

Police registers will be a central part of the research focus in the project “A matter of facts: Flows of knowledge through digitalized police practices” (p. 10), which is funded by the Research Council of Norway (NFR). When this project gets up and running it will be in close collaboration with the project and the research group PolReg.

**Police, law and society**

*Group led by Associate Professor Sverre Flaatten*

The research group is currently organising 25 researchers. They also arrange the annual open lecture “The Oslo Lecture in Society and Policing”. In 2019 it was given by Professor Emeritus John Kleinig of John Jay College of Criminal Justice in New York. The title of his lecture was “Ends and means of policing”.

The new elective course “Poli- ti- og påtalerett” (Police and the right to prosecute) was offered for the first time by the Department of Public and International Law (IOR) at the Faculty of Law, University of Oslo in Autumn.
2019. One of our internal group members, Associate Professor Steinar Fredriksen, contributed to the design of the academic course content, and also gave two lectures on the topic.

One ongoing research project in the group is “Metodisk verdibasert evaluering av politiarbeid” (p. 58) by Jens Erik Paulsen, who in this connection published the article “A Values-based Methodology in Policing” in the journal Nordic Journal of Applied Ethics in 2019.

Steinar Fredriksen is in the final phase of the project “Rettssstat og nødtilstand” (p. 63) which is due to result in a monograph with the same title. Sverre Flaatten is working on the project “Kontroll av kapital: Politifrie rom og strafferettens strategiske utgangspunkt” (p. 56). In 2019, his published work included the article “Laws of the economy: Decriminalizing business transgressions in the late 19th century” in the journal Management & Organizational History. In 2020, Flaatten is working on an archive study of “ØKOKRIM”-cases. Flaatten also spent time talking about economic crime to the police force in 2019.

Vanja Lundgren Sørlie led the work on the PHS centenary (p. 62). In this connection, a scientific anthology will be published with contributions from several of the research group members, among them Birgitte Ellefsen and Marit Egge.

Henning Kaiser Klatran is working on the project “Hate crime against LGBTQI-persons: Subjectivation, co-citizenship and homo nationalism” (p. 53). Klatran published the article “Jeg prøver å fremstå så mandig som jeg kan’: Fornærmlelse, subjektivering og motstand blant LGBTQI-personer” in the journal Tidsskrift for kjønnsforskning in 2019.

Police education, learning environment and students (PULS)
Group led by Associate Professor Marie-Louise Damen
PULS is a meeting-place for researchers, administrators and practitioners who base their work on police educational research. The purpose of this research group is to facilitate collaboration and competence-sharing in PHS research on police education, learning environment and police students. Seminars are organised to discuss current
R&D projects on police education, learning environment and students. The group is not linked to any specific research projects or a single educational pathway.

According to the government strategy for educational research 2020–2024, this type of research includes R&D on teaching and learning, education content and assessment types, professional education and professional practice, educational technology, management, leadership and organisation of the educational sector and the role of the education system in society and the workplace. This also includes research on the educational system as an arena for integration.

Systematic research on police education and police students is also necessary in order to meet both internal and external demands for, and expectations of, research-based teaching. Teaching which is built on “what research has demonstrated, leads to good learning” (Raaheim, 2011, p. 56). Research-based teaching presupposes that police educators know who the police students are, and how they learn, in order to enable them to solve problems and also live up to the intention of lifelong learning as professional practitioners. R&D projects carried out by members of the PULS group aim to contribute to research-based teaching at PHS.

Qualifying Groups

PHS has for several years worked hard to increase the proportion of academic staff with senior lecturer competence, including increasing the number of professors/senior lecturers in general and the number of female professors/senior lecturers in particular.

During the period 2015–2018, PHS received support from the Research Council of Norway’s programme Gender Balance in Senior Positions and Research Management (BALANSE) for the project “Building competence to retain competence / Fix the system and achieve unique institutional goals” (FIKS). The completion report from the project showed however that increasing the number of female professors had not happened as quickly as expected. One reason for this is the time allocated to research, and the distinctive quality of PHS as an institution. A new application was sent by PHS to the Research Council’s BALANSE programme in 2018 for support to a project which would delve a bit deeper into the topic. There was a large number of applications for support from BALANSE and the PHS 2018 application was sadly not successful.

In Autumn 2018 a collaboration was initiated between PHS, the University College of the Norwegian Correctional Service (KRUS) and the Norwegian De-
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fence University College (FHS) on common professor and docent qualifying groups. The responsibility for running this collaboration has been given to a coordination group with representatives from PHS, KRUS and FHS, as well as Professor Emerita Liv Finstad (UiO). In 2019, KRUS was responsible for leading the coordination group, which met six times throughout the year. The main items on the agenda for these meetings were the running of the qualifying groups, a "guided retreat", a joint seminar, and changes to the regulation on promotion. There has also been a mutual exchange of information on the organisation of, and commitment to, research activity at the respective institutions.

In Autumn 2019, the coordination group for the collaboration arranged a joint seminar with the main topic “Research and collaboration between KRUS, FHS and PHS”. The seminar was aimed at the participants in the qualifying groups, managers from the institutions as well as external participants interested in the research at the institutions.

The professorship qualifying groups
Led by Professor Emerita Liv Finstad (University of Oslo)
Four of the professorship qualifying groups were continued into 2019. Twenty-one associate professors from PHS, ten from FHS and three from KRUS participated in these groups. Each of the groups have had two group meetings in 2019.

The purpose of the groups is to provide academic support and motivation to the participants in their qualifying round and help them to apply for promotion “at the right time”. The aim is for the groups to be an arena for developing an academic profile and to clarify how every individual’s research activity is relevant to PHS, KRUS, FHS and the police and correctional services. Participants in the groups are given advice and support on research and publishing activity, organisation and prioritisation of their own activities, and help with writing applications for promotion to professorship when the time is right.

A joint “guided retreat” was arranged in May 2019. A total of ten participants from PHS, FHS and KRUS took part, supervised by Professor Annick Prieur.

The docent qualifying group
Led by Associate Professor Harald Jarning (University of Oslo)
A docent qualifying group was established in 2018. There are three participants from PHS, three from KRUS and one from FHS.

There was little activity in the group during 2019 because of difficulties with coordinating joint meeting times. The group was invited to the “guided retreat” as well as to the joint seminar on R&D collaboration.

The coordinating group hopes to appoint a new supervisor for the group from 2020.
The senior lecturer group

Led by Senior Lecturer
Tore Rokkan, University College of the Norwegian Correctional Service (KRUS)

The senior lecturer group is an arena for academic staff at PHS and KRUS wishing to obtain promotion to senior lecturer. The aim of the group is to motivate and support academic staff in their R&D work. The group is also a resource in the development of profile documents and senior lecturer applications, and a forum for sharing experiences from such processes.

The senior lecturer group meets 2-3 times per year with relevant lectures, introductions and discussions on current topics linked to the promotion process and senior lecturer competence. At these group meetings the participants are also expected to present their own work and the development of the work. Group participants support each other, and the group leader gives individual feedback and supervision between the group meetings.

In 2019 only one joint group meeting was held in addition to individual feedback and contact between the group members. This meeting was organised as a writing workshop, where the language consultant and textbook author Aage Rogsa from Fremgang AS held a writing course directed towards academic texts and articles. Many of the group participants also took part in the joint seminar on research and research collaboration between PHS, KRUS and FHS at the end of September. The seminar also discussed whether the group of candidates from FHS could participate in the group.

The participants in the senior lecturer group and their projects are:

• Ragnhild Holm: “Pedagogisk forsknings- og utviklingsarbeid med særlig vekt på studentaktive læringsformer og digitalt arbeid”. Approved as senior lecturer 23 August 2019.
• Anne Kathrine Hagen: “Veiledning og evaluering”.
• Charlotte Berg Aas: “Kunnskapsbasert politiarbeid i den nye politiorganisasjonen”.
• Cecilie Torvik: Evaluering av fordypningsoppgave i operativ tjeneste i praksisåret: Hvordan skape meningsfulle sammenhenger mellom teori og praksis?”.
• Karsten O. F. Ingvaldsen: “Det pedagogiske grunnlaget for sosiologiundervisningen”.
• Maya Brenna Nielsen: “Digitale læringsressurser”.
• Vidar Skogvoll (KRUS): Work on the profiling document “Hva tjener evig skapen i det blinde, når det skapte skal forsvinne?”.
• Per Christian Granheim (KRUS): “Fengselsbetjenten: Kvalifisering og profesjon”.

This is not a complete picture of the work of the senior lecturer group participants; many of them are working on one or more research and/or development projects in addition to their work on profile documentation and possible promotion applications.
The PhD group
Led by Associate Professor Jon Strype
The PhD group is an offer to all staff working on doctoral theses at PHS. The objective of the PhD group is to offer a learning environment which will stimulate and support work on doctoral dissertations, as well as offer our PhD candidates an academic community based on police research. This is done through text seminars and discussions about relevant topics such as the thesis statement, method, writing process and other challenges linked to the work towards a doctorate. In addition to internal and mutual peer work, the group also invites senior researchers to contribute with their expertise, e.g. in connection with final seminars for those in the final writing phase of their PhDs. At the end of 2019 the group had 17 members. The PhD group had four group meetings in 2019, all of them in Oslo.

A snapshot of this year’s meetings:

• Working on PhD dissertations in the police, led by Heidi Fischer Bjelland, Kripos.
• Course in digital studying techniques led by Marianne Hagelia, Østfold University College.
• Managing challenging attention around one’s own research, led by Ingvild Magnæs Gjelsvik, PHS and Sandra Magnus sen, PHS.

Doctoral Projects at PHS
The projects are presented alphabetically according to the research fellow surname. Unless otherwise stated, the projects are funded by PHS.

Creation and evaluation of live data forensic testbed software
Senior Research Fellow Ulf Bergum. Faculty for Social and Applied Sciences, Canterbury Christ Church University, UK.

The project takes a closer look at the validation of computer technology tools which are used for the collection of digital evidence in criminal investigations. The focus is on tools used to secure computers that are active and thus has content which is continually changing. The thesis statement is to develop techniques and methods which will be able to verify data even if the original data are changed during the process of recovering them.

Facing complexity:
Police officers’ reasoning and response to human trafficking
Heidi Fischer Bjelland, Institute of Sociology and Social Geography, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Oslo

The project examines the work of the police in the field of human trafficking. The aim of the project is to examine how the Norwegian police deal with the global phenomenon of human trafficking and what challenges this ever-changing crime field pose for the local police organisation. Using analysis of interviews and internal police investigations and prosecution data, the study looks
at practices linked to identification, investigation and case outcome in reported cases of human trafficking. In addition, the study examines inter-agency and interdisciplinary collaboration in the field of human trafficking and the potential coordination difficulties that may arise in this kind of collaboration. The project was financed by PHS, the Department of Justice and Public Security, and the Police Directorate. Bjelland presented her thesis in 2019.

Regulated entities:
Gatekeepers or professional enablers of money laundering?

Senior Research Fellow Anne Marthe Bjønness, Norwegian School of Economics.

The aim of this PhD project is to gain better insights into the risks of money laundering and a better understanding of the motivation of those with a reporting obligation to comply with their duty in accordance with money laundering legislation. This will contribute to the adaption of such regulatory instruments in order to prevent and uncover profit-motivated crime in a more appropriate way.

Proceeds from crime are different from profit from legal activities in that the former cannot be spent in the legal economy without the origin of the money being uncovered. Money laundering is a method used by criminals in order to disguise the origin and real ownership of money by making the proceeds from crime appear to have been derived from a legitimate source. There is an element of money laundering in practically all profit-motivated crime. Criminals need the help of “gatekeepers” of the financial system in order to position the proceeds of crime through financial transactions. Such gatekeepers, all with a reporting obligation, are bound by the Money Laundering Act and include banks, securities firms, estate agents, auditors, accountants and lawyers. Recent money laundering scandals have shown that money laundering can only be combatted with the involvement of the private sector. This begs the question of how best to regulate and enforce anti-money laundering initiatives in order to encourage compliance with the Money Laundering Act.

Police patrol officers’ encounters with children who live with domestic violence: A phenomenological study of police patrol practice

Oddbjørg Edvardsen, PhD programme in Professional Practice Studies, Nord University.

The study examines police practice in encounters with children in operations where there is a suspicion of domestic violence. Fifteen experienced police sergeants with practical experience from three different towns in Norway were interviewed about their encounters with children in such cases. The questions the project has sought to answer are what, in the police officers’ experience, constitutes appropriate help for children...
exposed to violence, and what are the challenges and problems which arise in the patrol officers’ encounters with the children.

The dissertation shows the role and importance the authorities have given police patrol officers in revealing, stopping and preventing violence against children, based on the legislation, conventions and guidelines that the work of the police is subjected to. Police practice in the encounters with children is illuminated from a humanist and social science perspective. The data renders visible how interpersonal and relational circumstances, which arise between the police officers, the child and the family when the police arrive at the child’s home, affect the police officers’ ability to act. Questions about the culture and knowledge-base of the police and questions about the organisation, management and interaction with other support agencies are also discussed. One important question asked in the thesis is whether the criminal perspective which is so central to the authorities’ target-oriented management of police resources, contributes to the protection of children from violence and abuse. Another important question is how the work of police patrol officers can safeguard children’s rights and their need for care and protection, as set out in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.


The role of the police in preventing violent extremism in Norway: Opportunities, limitations and dilemmas in policy and practice

Senior Research Fellow Ingvild Magnæs Gjelsvik, Department of Political Science, University of Oslo.

In the aftermath of the 22 July attacks many fundamental discussions arose around the question “How could this happen?”. Several investigations and evaluations were initiated, with a particular focus on the response and handling of the attacks by the various actors involved. The police were among those who were severely criticised, and as a result of the 22 July attacks we have seen a shift in the police towards an emphasis on increased emergency preparedness.

Having a police force ready to handle potential terror attacks is of vital importance, however it is equally, if not more, important for the police to be one step ahead and to prevent various forms of violent extremism. Prevention is a primary strategy in the police reform, and radicalisation and violent extremism have a high priority. Central questions in this regard are “What is the actual role and mandate of the police and their instruments in preventing radicalisation and violent extremism?” “What are the opportunities, limitations and dilemmas faced by the police in this work?”. To answer these questions, Gjelsvik is conducting fieldwork and interviews with relevant police and collaborating agencies in different parts of the country, as well as analysing
texts in central policy documents.

This PhD project is part of the larger research project “Nordic multiagency approaches to handling extremism: Policies, perceptions and practices” (HEX-NA). HEX-NA compares different practices, institutional structures and perceptions of inter-agency collaboration models in the prevention of violent extremism across the Nordic countries.

**Police detectives on the TOR-network: A study on tensions between privacy and crime fighting**

*Senior Research Fellow Jeanette Westlund Hegna, PhD programme at the Faculty of Law, University of Oslo.*

The topic of this doctoral thesis is virtual jurisdiction on anonymous networks. Hegna examines the international legal frameworks for virtual jurisdiction in investigations on the TOR network when the police do not have concrete knowledge of a website’s location?”. An important aim of this doctoral thesis is to use legal methodology to analyse and identify the rules of international law enforcement for virtual jurisdiction and the procedural right of the police to conduct investigations of anonymous networks.

**Punishment and welfare in prisoner treatment of substance users: A qualitative analysis of empowerment and collaboration in Norwegian drug counselling units**

*Senior Research Fellow Janne H. I. Helgesen, Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law (IKRS), Faculty of Law, University of Oslo.*

This doctoral project examines how modern punishment and welfare ideals about empowerment and cooperation are expressed and balanced in the treatment of prisoners in Norway. The aim of the study is to increase our knowledge of how empowerment and collaboration are played out in the treatment of incarcerated substance users which can encourage a practice where there is agreement between ideals and reality in the treatment of prisoners.

Empowerment has become a key concept in modern drug treatment and rehabilitation. This emphasises the importance of supporting substance users to be able to cope with their own problems and achieve (more) control and agency in their own life. To help develop empowerment, collaborative work processes, which cut across organisational and professional borders and which involve users in the design of services and their own change processes, are to be established.

The doctoral project examines Norwegian drug counselling units. Such units have been established in Norwegian prisons
in the past few years in order to give incarcerated substance users an adapted way of serving time in prison which is anchored in modern principles of punishment and welfare. The study builds on a wide selection of data consisting of focus group and individual interviews as well as participating observations at five drug counselling units. The informants are high-level managers in the legal and health fields, managers in the correctional services and prisons, staff working in the drug counselling units (psychologists from Special Health Care, care workers and prison officers from the prisons) as well as prisoners in five high security Norwegian drug counselling units. The doctoral discussion builds on scientific debates on prisons, interdisciplinary prison research with the main emphasis on organisational sociological theory, and treatment and rehabilitation theory.

The project has produced three articles and will conclude in Spring 2020.

Terrorists and targets: A relationship based on bad intentions, limited capacities and risk willingness
Cato Hemmingby,
University of Stavanger
This project is a study of target selection by terrorists and the factors that influence the decision-making of such actors in their choice of physical targets in an operational context.

The study consists of three main parts. The first part presents a theoretical and methodical model as an approach to the research question. Based on this approach, the second part provides an analysis of Anders Behring Breivik and the attacks of 22 July, with particular emphasis on the planning phase and his decisions related to the actual targets. Finally, in the third part, there is an analysis of the target preferences of militant Islamists operating in Western Europe.

The project is financed by the Ministry of Municipal Services.


How do Norwegian police train for and exercise coercive force?
Senior Research Fellow Steinar Vee Henriksen, PhD programme on risk management and public security, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Stavanger.

The overall goal of this research project is to develop new and relevant knowledge about how the Norwegian police exercise coercive force in general and the use of firearms in particular. A further goal is that the project will contribute research-based knowledge to the operative education/training of the police, and also contribute to future research on the Norwegian police.

The project consists of three main parts. Part one charts the extent and characteristics of police use of physical force and coercive measures. Part two deals with police decision-making in the use of firearms, and part three compares basic firearms training in Norway and New Zealand.

The project is funded by the Ministry of Justice and Public Security and is being written in English.
Interviewing the traumatised
Senior Research Fellow Kristina Kepinska Jakobsen, Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law, Faculty of Law, University of Oslo. The purpose of the project is to gain a better understanding of police procedure in interviews with traumatised individuals. It focuses especially on how to set up and conduct interviews in a way that considers police and judicial requirements as well as the mental state of the interviewee.

The data material comprises video recordings of 20 injured parties, interviews with the 18 investigators who conducted the interviews of the injured parties, and interviews with the 20 injured parties.

The project is part of a larger project examining the effects of the legal process on the mental health of the youth of Utøya, and is a collaboration between the Norwegian Centre for Violence and Traumatic Stress Studies (NKVTS), PHS and the Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law at the University of Oslo. The project will conclude in Spring 2019.

Publication 2019:

An analysis of technological neutrality as a starting point for the administration of justice
Senior Research Fellow Jul Fredrik Kaltenborn, Department of Public and International Law, Faculty of Law, University of Oslo.
Legislation and judicial decisions are increasingly referred to as ‘technologically neutral’. The project systematises and finds theoretical links in such technologically neutral justice, and tries to contribute insight into advantages and disadvantages of judicial decisions in criminal justice practice being made on the basis of technologically neutral justice.

Publications in 2019:

Lecture in 2019:
Dialogue in the police as a method of crime prevention
Senior Research Fellow Elisabeth Myhre Lie, Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law, Faculty of Law, University of Oslo.
This doctoral project examines how dialogue as a method in crime prevention work affects the culture and identity of the police. The methodological approach has been fieldwork, and Lie has taken a closer look at the following areas of police work:

The work of the ‘dialogue police’ and the chief of operations with activists and others who arrange demonstrations and public protests, as well as public order risk supporters (football).

The dialogues between radicalisation contacts and people whom the police have concerns about in terms of radicalisation and violent extremism.

The preventive dialogues of the Police Security Service (PST) with people whom the police have concerns about in terms of radicalisation and violent extremism, as well as people who are suspected of constituting a concern for people in authority.

The dialogues and work on the streets by the street patrols to prevent intoxication and crime among people under the age of 18.

In her analysis, Lie looks at how dialogue is an identity marker for the police, what the different practices described as dialogue are, how the different units function as bridge-builders between the perspectives of the police and the public, as well as ideals and realities in the use of dialogue as a method of crime prevention.

Critical knowledge: The becoming of meaning and decision-making in the police control room
Jenny Maria Lundgaard, Faculty of Law, University of Oslo.
Operators in police control rooms answer emergency calls about everything from non-significant to serious and time-critical incidents. In her PhD project, Lundgaard has, through comprehensive fieldwork at police control rooms in Norway and Scotland, looked into the role and mandate of an operation which continuously handles unpredictability and uncertainty.

Through technology, categorisation and discretionary selection processes, lack of clarity and confusion are transformed into manageable chunks – into what will, or will not, become police operations. In this way the control room has a gatekeeper function. The control room is described as both an object and a subject of power and government. It holds a position above that of the patrols, and it is shaped by control and management both from within the police and from political government, professionalisation and increased focus on emergency preparedness. The thesis demonstrates how
the control room attempts to create structures in order to deal with both the complexities they encounter every day and that which may occur in an imagined future.

Lundgaard presented her thesis in 2019.

Police experience of intellectually disabled persons subjected to abuse – with a particular look at investigation and prevention

Senior Research Fellow Karianne Moen, PhD programme in Professional Practice Studies, Nord University.

This project examines the practice of family and special operations coordinators in their encounters with disabled people who have been subjected to abuse. The study focuses in particular on what the coordinators experience in their practice in terms of what has been challenging and what has been helpful for the intellectually disabled in police handling of such cases. The study will be able to contribute further knowledge to how cases involving intellectually disabled people are handled by the police and to a more consistent practice among the coordinators in this field. The aim of the project is to further clarify and develop practice.

Challenging and demanding work: Operational and organizational work – demands and individual and organizational resources as predictors of health and work engagement in the Norwegian Police Service (The Police Study)

Senior Research Fellow Lillus Rabbing, PhD programme in Health Psychology, Department of Psychology, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Oslo.

The project deals with specific differences in working conditions with significance for muscular and skeletal pain, work engagement and coping at work among various employee groups in the Norwegian police. Increased knowledge of how working conditions can affect the way a job is done is greatly important in order to achieve an engaging working life that promotes health for all employees in the police force.

The study uses the job demands-resources model (the JD-R-model developed by Bakker and Demerouti (2007) and further develops previous studies in the field.

The first article of the project is a scoping review where the methods used to measure the experience of stress among police staff in many parts of the world are mapped and assessed. The study will illuminate and problematise the national and organisational context of the measurement methods.

Lectures in 2019:

Policing and Society Conference, Akureyri.

Poster 2019:

How to discriminate between truthful and fabricated alibis
Senior Research Fellow
Marthe Lefsaker Sakrisvold, Department of Psychology, University of Gothenburg.
The project examines the strategies employed in truthful and fabricated statements of alibi witnesses, and how consistent these witness statements are.

The project aims to contribute to the research literature on alibis and the statements of alibi witnesses. This is a little studied topic in forensic psychology. The project has two parts. Firstly, based on a cognitive approach to lie detection, the project wishes to illuminate the strategies used when suspects claim true and false alibis supported by witnesses. This knowledge will then be used to develop strategic interview methods that can potentially improve reliability assessments in individual cases. The project is funded by PHS and the University of Gothenburg.

The core and outer limit of police monopoly – privatisation and the use of limited police authority
Senior Research Fellow Per Håkon Sand, PhD programme in Law, Faculty of Law, University of Bergen.
The project examines the strategies employed in truthful and fabricated statements of alibi witnesses, and how consistent these witness statements are. The project aims to contribute to the research literature on alibis and the statements of alibi witnesses. This is a little studied topic in forensic psychology. The project has two parts. Firstly, based on a cognitive approach to lie detection, the project wishes to illuminate the strategies used when suspects claim true and false alibis supported by witnesses. This knowledge will then be used to develop strategic interview methods that can potentially improve reliability assessments in individual cases. The project is funded by PHS and the University of Gothenburg.

The overall research question of this project is whether the resources available to the various disciplines of the police monopoly are being used in an appropriate manner. The project will examine this question in the following four sub-categories:
(1) Rules and practice in the areas of police monopoly and private policing.
(2) Rules and practice in the area of limited police authority.
(3) Comparative analysis of similar countries.
(4) Assessments and opportunities for Norway going forward.
The project will attempt to clarify the content of the internal statutory provisions applying to police monopoly and limited police authority, and explain the framework for various types of
civilian policing. It will also conduct surveys of the extent and type of civilian policing and limited police authority in Norway. The research will clarify whether the activities are organised in accordance with the regulations, and shed light on the extent of resources available in the different areas. The project will then undertake comparative research of similar countries, which will be included in an overall assessment of opportunities and appropriate future solutions in Norway. Regulations will be reviewed and discussed using doctrinal legal methodology, and the surveys will be conducted using quantitative methods. Finally, assessments pertaining to legal policy will be undertaken.

Military assistance to the police, with the emphasis on issues relating to the conditions for such assistance

Senior Research Fellow
Kai Spurkland. Faculty of Law, University of Oslo.

The project looks at the legal framework conditions for operational assistance by the Norwegian armed forces to the police. Such assistance to the police has at times been controversial, both in legal and political terms: from the 19th century peasants’ revolt, via the Menstad conflict, other inter-war conflicts, and the Alta conflict in 1979–1981, to the debate on the role of the military in the aftermath of the 22 July attacks of 2011 and other recent terror attacks. There is little direct regulation in Norwegian law on this topic; one provision in the Constitution (Article 101 third section) and a relatively new regulation in Article 27a of the Police Act are two examples. In addition there is a regulation (the Assistance Instruction) which provides further details on certain aspects of such assistance. However, many questions either remain unregulated or are poorly regulated in the above-mentioned provisions. The thesis will therefore attempt to chart the other regulations, principles and considerations which come to determine the degree to which the military may assist the police.

The thesis deals with the following four main research questions:
• What are the police tasks that can be executed with assistance from the armed forces?
• In what situations can the police request help from the armed forces?
• What kind of assistance can the armed forces provide to the police?
• How should this assistance be carried out?

The thesis will first and foremost analyse the current legal situation, but will also touch on the political aspects of such assistance.

The project is funded by Oslo Police District and PHS. The thesis was handed in for assessment in 2019.

Mindset and decision-making in police operations

Senior Research Fellow Kristin Stenshol, Department of Psychoso-
The project examines potential connections between mindset and decisions made in police operational situations. The project has two main parts. The first examines the mindset of police students in operational situations, and whether different ways of thinking can influence the police operational decisions that are being made in a training scenario. If any connections are found between mindset and decision-making, these results would be the starting-point of a mental training programme in order to support decision-making processes in operational situations. The testing of such a training programme represents the other main part of the project.

In Autumn 2018 a pre-investigation was carried out on six students who tested the measuring instruments and design of the first main investigation. The qualitative findings from this pre-investigation formed the basis of an article in the journal Politiforum on 3 October 2019 with the title “Tankesett og beslutninger i skarpe operative situasjoner”. (Mindset and decision-making in operations involving critical situations). The article also gave information about the subsequent, second main investigation.

The first main investigation was carried out in Autumn 2019. All third-year students at PHS in Oslo were invited to participate. Of all the students who volunteered, 89 ended up completing all the elements of the investigation. The investigation consisted of a survey related to mindset and an observational study in the training simulator where decisions were measured according to predetermined indicators and accompanying debrief questions linked to what the respondents were thinking, contemplating and doing in the exercise. Ten qualitative in-depth interviews linked to the topics of the other data sources were also conducted with the respondents from the same group. The data material consists of scores from the survey, video recordings from the exercise with accompanying completed observation sheets, sound recordings from debriefings and qualitative interviews. The analysis of these data will form the basis of two articles.

The role of digital forensics detectives in the construction of digital evidence

Senior Research Fellow Nina Sunde, Department of Criminology and Sociology in Law, Faculty of Law, University of Oslo.

Research in the field of digital forensics has for many years been aimed at the development of procedures, tools and technologies. The role of the digital forensics investigator has been given scant attention from researchers.

This project will build on theory and methods from social science, digital forensics
and cognitive psychology, and seeks to advance the theoretical understanding of how digital evidence is constructed, and how the various actors in the criminal justice process influence the end result. One key issue in this respect is how notions like ‘objectivity’ and ‘reliability’ are understood among digital forensics detectives (DFD). This knowledge will form the basis of increased understanding of normative challenges with transparency in relation to the objectivity of DFDs and the reliability of the digital evidence. This will in turn form the basis of further discussion around normative aspects in relation to digital forensics investigations and digital evidence, and render visible the need for further empirical research. The research question is: “To what degree may an increased understanding of the role of the DFD in how digital evidence is constructed within a criminal investigation enable mitigation of errors and protection of the rule of law?”.

**Publications 2019:**


**Lectures 2019:**


Sunde, N. (2019, mai). *Unboxing*
Organised or economic crime?
The significance of police organisation and competence in the understanding of crime in the workplace

Senior Research Fellow Annette Vestby, Department of Criminology and Sociology in Law, Faculty of Law, University of Oslo.

What do the supervisory authorities’ institutional configurations of organised and economic crime look like, and how do they affect the choice of cases and procedure? Empirically and analytically, the boundaries between economic and organised crime are not crystal clear, and crime in the workplace is an area of criminal activity which may include elements from both of these categories. How does the supervisory authorities’ understanding of the problem influence the strategies that are chosen and methods that are used? Are there any signs of change in the relationship between police operations that take place before and after a crime has been committed?

The project will analyze data from interviews, observation, document studies and recorded data from the crime intelligence register, Indicia.

The project is funded by the Research Council of Norway.

Publications 2019:

https://doi.org/10.1093/police/paz035


Media contributions 2019:

Lectures 2019:


Becoming a police officer: Class, culture, identity (working title)
Senior Research Fellow Pål Winnæs, Department of Criminology and Sociology in Law, Faculty of Law, University of Oslo.

The project seeks to find out what shapes police students, and how they shape themselves on their journey towards a professional career in the police. The project examines in particular what types of students choose a police education, and their identity management during their studies at PHS, both in practical police work and in their spare time – in other words: among the students themselves, between students and teachers, in interaction with practicing police officers and in other social scenarios that the students are part of.

Thesis defence 2019


- Kappen i PIA: http://hdl.handle.net/11250/2583289


- Oddbjørg Edvardsen. Politipatruljens møte med barn som lever med vold i hjemmet: En fenomenologisk undersøkelse av politipatruljens praksis (Doctoral dissertation). NORD University, Bodø. https://www.nord.no/no/aktuelt/kalender/Sider/Disputas-oddbjorg-edvardsen.aspx?fbclid=IwAR2ey6xFI- n8K50uEJ7q4ZBj8E...azu8Bb8yJ-n84s- 579hyvx8gIYUZb..JE4

The dissertation in PIA: http://hdl.handle.net/11250/2611627
Being a Clear and Active Communicator of Knowledge in Academia and the Police/Judiciary, and an Active Participant in Public Debate

A focus on knowledge dissemination in academia and the police/justice sector is incorporated in the PHS strategy for 2017–2021. The importance of being an active participant in social debate is also emphasised. Registrations in CRIStin (Current Research Information System in Norway) provide basic information about publications and papers produced by PHS staff in 2019. The sections “Reported publications” and “Reported conference papers and academic presentations” give a detailed overview. Since 2011, registration of all types of publications and their dissemination at PHS has been done in CRIStin, which is a joint research information system for the health, research institute and higher education sectors in Norway. One of the most important objectives of CRIStin is to gather the registration and reporting of research activity within the three sectors in a common system.

**Scientific and academic lectures**

PHS aims to be an active and clear contributor to the social debate in its specialised fields, and to demonstrate its competence both to society in general and to the judicial sector in particular. Academic staff therefore have a special responsibility to participate in the public debate and to make contributions that can lead to better decisions and assessments in the police and the rest of the judicial sector.

Table 1 shows that the total number of registered lectures given in academic, police-related and popular science circles is almost unchanged from 2018 to 2019.
2019. What is different in 2019 is the registration of roughly the same number of scientific as academic/popular science lectures.

As in previous years there is reason to believe that the number of lectures given is considerably higher than what is registered in CRIStin because many colleagues do not register oral dissemination at all. The main focus at PHS is still to register as comprehensively as possible all written, credit-bearing work, however there is also a strong wish that oral presentations also be registered in CRIStin in order to illustrate the diversity in activities at the college.

Figures for media contributions in previous years are incomplete and have been collected in different ways. Again in 2019, staff members have registered different types of media contributions in CRIStin, and the registered number has almost doubled compared to 2018.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific lectures</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic/popular science lectures</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>65²⁹</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posters</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media contributions</td>
<td>695 (estimat)</td>
<td>894³⁰</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

²⁸ Se tidligere utgaver av Forskningen ved Politihøgskolen for flere detaljer om dette.
²⁹ 54 registrert i CRIStin + 11 rapportert utenom.
³⁰ 1 = omtale i artikkel/intervju.
**Scientific and academic publications**

Table 2 shows the number of reported published written works in 2019 by the type of publications reported in CRIStin. Following a slight reduction from 2017 to 2018, the collected number of publications rose again in 2019. It is nevertheless important to remember that work completed in one calendar year is not necessarily published in the same year since the actual publishing process can take a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of publication</th>
<th>2010-13</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific monographs</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific chapters</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles in scientific journals</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthologies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textbooks/academic literature</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic chapters/articles in books, journals and encyclopaedias</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19&lt;sup&gt;31&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion pieces, editorials, etc.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Total reports in CRIStin<sup>32</sup> PHS Research<sup>33</sup> | 36<sup>21</sup> | 6    | 4    | 4    | 11   | 15   | 4<sup>34</sup> | 3 
| Doctoral theses     | 6       | 2    | 0    | 2    | 4    | 2    | 4    |
| Masters dissertations | 5      | 4    | 2    | 3    | 1    | 1    | 3    |
| Total number of works | 269    | 88   | 88   | 114  | 112  | 102  | 136  |

<sup>31</sup> Including "Short communications".
<sup>32</sup> Number of reports written by staff at PHS.
<sup>33</sup> In the "PHS Research" series, reports may have been written by others who are not PHS staff.
<sup>34</sup> Four unique publications and one report in both Norwegian and English versions.
long time. It is therefore difficult
to say whether any increase or
decline from year to year is
genuine. Only by looking at the
development over a longer period
can we form a correct picture of
“production” at PHS, however we
have never before had a higher
number of publications than in
2019!

The greatest change from 2018
to 2019 is that the number of
scientific articles has almost dou-
bled. There are two more scientific
chapters. The number of scientific
monographs has gone down from
three in 2018 to one in 2019. The
number of academic chapters and
opinion pieces has increased in
2019 – around half the opinion
pieces in 2019 dealt with various
aspects linked to the cut in the
number of students at PHS.

Only four reports were
published in 2019 – three of them
in the series PHS Research. The
number of reports will vary from
year to year, but PHS would like
staff primarily to publish in the
journal Nordisk politiforskning (or
other credit-bearing publishing
channels) whenever possible. The
report series “PHS Research” does
not provide publication points.

Publication points
Publication points are calculated
based on the type of publication
and the level of the publication
vehicle. A scientific monograph
– that is to say a book with one
author – provides five points if
it is published by a “level one
publisher”, but eight points if
it is published by a “level two
publisher”. The number of
monographs published at an
institution will therefore strongly
manifest itself in terms of the
total number of publication
points awarded to the institution.
An article in a journal written
by a single author published in a
“level one journal” provides one
point, while an article in a “level
two journal” is worth as many
as three points. Where there are
several authors the points are
shared between them.

In 2015, a change in how pub-
lication points are calculated was
introduced after an evaluation of
the Norwegian publishing indi-
cator\textsuperscript{35} by the Danish Centre for
Studies in Research and Research
Policy at Aarhus University
commissioned by Universities
Norway (UHR) in 2013. In 2014,
the evaluation was followed up
by UHR Publishing who drew up
a new system of calculating pub-
lication points at an institutional
level. This has been in force since
2015. The calculation criteria
for joint publications were also
changed from the start of the
reporting year 2015. The new
calculation method is intended
to be more academically neutral,
and to further facilitate collab-
oration in academic publishing
across institutions and countries.
The institutions are still required
to share publication points where
several institutions are linked to
a publication, but the new cal-
culation method helps to reward
collaboration by giving all col-
laborating partners more points.

for their contributions than was the case with the old model (up to and including 2014); international collaboration provides more points than national collaboration. PHS benefitted from this again in 2019, because PHS staff are increasingly finding collaboration partners outside Norway.

In Table 3 we present the total number of publication points, with the points divided between the three credit-bearing publication types in CRISTin. As shown in Table 2, the number of scientific publications increased from 2018 to 2019, which also resulted in a gratifying increase in the number of publication points.

The number and scientific level of published monographs are the two single factors that most strongly affect publication points. As seen in Table 2, we have only one scientific monograph in 2019, but this is at level two and therefore gives as many as eight points. The increase in the number of publication points from 2018 to 2019 was mainly due to the increase in the number of scientific articles.

**National Knowledge Repository (NVA)**

Unit (The directorate for ICT and joint services in higher education and research) – in collaboration with representatives of universities and research institutes – is working to realise the new national knowledge repository (NVA) which is due to be ready for testing at selected institutions during Spring 2020.

The background to the establishment of NVA is official guidelines approved in 2017, stating the government’s intention that all Norwegian public-

---

36 New model for the calculation of publication points from 2015.

ly-funded scientific articles shall be open-access by 2024. The plan is to make NVA a joint platform for the archiving of all types of scientific publications (articles, books, chapters, reports), research data, research dissemination, student assignments etc. The new joint platform will look after the needs which are today covered by the local knowledge repositories – like our own institutional archive, PIA. In addition, the functionality of today’s CRIStin will gradually be closely linked to NVA in such a way that CRIStin and NVA will emerge as a unit and operate on a foundation of common data. The aim is to avoid duplication of data and be able to “work smarter” through more efficient and cost-saving work processes linked to the registration and rights clearance of publications and other material in NVA.
Reported publications in 2019

Scientific monographs

Scientific anthologies

Scientific chapters (in anthologies)


Michalsen (Red.), *Frie ord i Norden?: Offentlighet, ytringsfrihet og medborgerskap 1814-1914* (s. 259–277). Oslo: Pax.


Scientific articles


Helleve, I., Almås, A. G. & Bjørkelo, B. (2019). Becoming a professional digital compe-


Paulsen, J. E. (2019). A


---

**Textbooks/academic literature**


---

**Academic chapters/introductions (in edited books)**


Academic articles


Ellefsen, B., Flaatten, S. &


Nordsletten, C. & Johnsen, R. C. (2019, 29. oktober). Hva er sannheten om politidek-
ningen?. *Aftenposten, Debatt.*
Hentet fra https://www.aftenposten.no/meninger/debatt/i/AdBlgz/hva-er-sannheten-om-politidekningen-nordsletten-og-johnsen


Hentet fra https://khrono.no/meninger-nina-skarpenes-phs/politiutdanning-i-spill/416986

Hentet fra https://www.aftenposten.no/meninger/debatt/i/0pk58A/politiets-skolebesok-oppleves-som-skremmende-randi-solhjell


Hentet fra https://www.politiforum.no/artikler/flere-bor-diskutere-kunstig-intelligens-i-politiet/476849

**Editorials and readers’ letters**

**Editorials**


**Readers’ letters**


Hentet fra https://www.dagbladet.no/kultur/kjaere-framtidige-politikollega/71862159

**Book reviews**


**Doctoral theses**


**Licentiate dissertation**


**Masters dissertations**


**Reports**


SOFÆDEBATT - moderator Kai Spurkland, PHS
Send spørsmål til: 41523351

Carl Erik Bergwitz-Larsen - Etterretningsleder i GDE Buskerud, Sar-Øst pd
Paul Larsson - Professor, PHS
Heidi Mork Lomell - Professor, UIO / Professor II, PHS
Grete Lien Metlid - Politilspectør / Enhetsleder FEE, Oslo pd
Eirik Steen - Politilspektør, POD
Philip Tolloczko - Politilspektør, PHS


Ellefsen, B. (2019, mai). *Politireformen: Hva står på spill?* Presentasjon på Politikerseminar,
Senterpartiet, Hamar.
Gjelsvik, I. M. (2019, februar). Høyreekstremisme i Norge: Utviklingstrekker, konspirasjonsteorier og forebyggingsstrate-
gier. Presentasjon på Fagdag radikalisering og voldelig ekstremisme, Vest Politidistrikt, Voss.


Gundhus, H. O. I., Wathne, C. T. & Talberg, O. N. (2019, april). Nærpolitireformen og politiets relasjon til publikum. Lanse-


Hemmingby, C. & Bjørø,


Holmboe, M. (2019, september). *Tale eller tie: Om avver-
tingsplikt og varlingsplikt. Presentasjon på Fagdag for Søndre Aker prosti, Oslo.
Larsson, P. (2019, mai). Wolf
hunting as organized crime. Presentasjon på Cross-Border Crime Colloquium, Utrecht University, Utrecht.


polit. Gjesteforelesning på seminaret Kunnskap om kultur og mangfold, Kripos, Oslo.
overgrep, Drammen.

Posters
Media contributions 2019

Interviews


38 All media contributions are listed under the same category as the one they are registered under in Cristin.


Lundgaard, J. M. (Intervju-

**Radio and TV appearances**


List of abbreviations (in alphabetical order)

AFI = Arbeidsforskningsinstituttet, OsloMet, Oslo. (Frem til 30.01.2018: HiOA).
AOP = Arbeids- og organisasjonspsykologisk prosjekt. [Prosjekt].
APC = Article Processing Charge. Publiseringsavgift et tidsskrift krever for kostnader knyttet til redaksjonelt arbeid.
B2 = Det andre året på PHS’ Bachelorstudium, hvor studentene er ute i praksisåret.
Brå = Brottsförebyggande rådet, Sverige.
CCIS = Center for Cyber and Information Security (Senter for cyber- og informasjonssikkerhet), NTNU i Gjøvik.
CEPOL = European Union Agency for Law Enforcement Training, Budapest, Ungarn. (Frem til 30.06.2016: The European Police College).
CLIP = Research unit for Criminal, Legal and Investigative Psychology. [Forskningsgruppe].
COP = Community-oriented policing. [Arbeidsmetode/-tilnærming].
C-REX = Senter for ekstremisme forskning: Høyreekstremisme, hatkriminalitet og politisk vold (Center for Research on Extremism), Det samfunnsvitenskapelige fakultet, UiO.
CRIStin = Current Research Information System In Norway. [Registreringssystem for forskningpublikasjoner og -formidling].
CSTPV = Handa Center for the Study of Terrorism and Political Violence, University of St. Andrews, Fife, Skottland.
DDT = Den Digitale Timen.  
[Forskningsdrevet tiltak for å bidra til politifaglig utvikling i det digitaliserte samfunnet.]

DFØ = Direktoratet for forvaltning og økonomistyring. statens fagorgan for økonomi, 
styring, ledelse og organisering i staten. DFØ fikk overført fagområdet offentlige anskaffelser fra Difi fra 2020.

EAPL = The European Association of Psychology and Law.

e-ledelse = etterforskningsledelse-leder.

EPIC = European Police Research Institute Collaboration.

ERC = European Research Council (Det europeiske forskningsråd).

Eurojust = The European Union’s Judicial Cooperation Unit, Haag, Nederland.

Europol = The European Union Agency for Law Enforcement Cooperation (Den europeiske unions byrå for politisamarbeid innen kriminaletterretning), Haag, Nederland.

EU H2020 = The European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.

EVU = Etter- og videreutdanning.

Fafo = Fagbevegelsens forskningsorganisasjon, Oslo.

FFI = Forsvarets forskningsinstitutt (The Norwegian Defense Research Establishment), Lillestrøm/Horten.

FHS = Forsvarets høgskole (The Norwegian Defence. University College (NDUC)).

FIKS = Bygge kompetanse for å beholde kompetanse (Fix the system and achieve unique institutional goals). [Prosjekt].

FOA = Etterforskningsfeltets fag- og opplæringsansvarlige.

FoU = Forskning og utvikling.

GDPR = General Data Protection Regulation (personvernforordningen).

HIG = High-Value Detainee Interrogation Group – a FBI unit.

HiOA = Høgskolen i Oslo og Akershus; fra 31.01.2018 OsloMet.

HL-senteret = Senter for studier av Holocaust og livssynsminoriteter (Center for Studies of Holocaust and Religious Minorities), Oslo.

HUMINT = Human intelligence.

HVL = Høgskulen på Vestlandet, Bergen.

ICC = International Criminal Court (Den internasjonale straffedomstolen), Haag, Nederland.

ICT4COP = «Community-Based Policing and Post Conflict Police Reform». [Prosjekt].

IKG = Institut für interdisziplinäre Konflikt- und Gewaltforschung (Institute for Interdisciplinary Research on Conflict and Violence), Universität Bielefeld, Bielefeld, Tyskland.

IKRS = Institutt for kriminologi og rettssosiologi, Det juridiske fakultet, UiO.

IKT = Informasjons- og kommunikasjonssteknologi.

iIIRG = International Investigative Interviewing Research Group. [Forskningsnettverk].

IOR = Institutt for offentlig rett, Det juridiske fakultet, UiO.

IPES = The International Police Executive Symposium. [Nettverk].

ISGA = Institute of Security and Global Affairs, Universiteit
Leiden, Leiden/Haag, Nederland.
JD = Justis- og beredskapsdepartmentet. (Frem til 2012: Justis- politidepartementet).
KINSA = The Kids Internet Safety Alliance, Mississauga, Canada.
KO:DE = Fagportal/fagforvaltningssystem for politiet.
KRUS = Kriminalomsorgens høgskole og utdanningssenter, Oslo.
MOU = Memorandum of Understanding (Omforent memorandum). [Samarbeidsavtale, avtale som gjenspeiler en felles forståelse; ikke nødvendigvis bindende.]
MSTU = Murmansk State Technical University, Murmansk, Russland.
NArFU = Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Arkhangelsk, Russland.
NF = Nasjonal fagkoordinator. [Enhet ved PHS som er sentral i et nyetablert nasjonalt system for fagforvaltning og -utvikling. Systemet skal sikre kontinuerlig, enhetlig og kunn-skapsbasert videreutvikling av etterforskningsfeltet gjennom systematisk utarbeidelse, forbedring og implementering av nasjonale metoder.]
NFR = Norges forskningsråd / Forskningsrådet.
NIM = The National Intelligence Model (NIM). [Britisk etterretningssmodell.]
NINA = Norsk institutt for naturforskning, Trondheim (hovedkontor).
NIS-direktivet = Europaparlamentets og Rådets direktiv (EU 2016/1148) av 6. juli 2016 om tiltak som skal sikre et høyt felles sikkerhetsnivå i nettverks- og informasjonssystemer i EU.
NMBU = Norges miljø- og biovitenskapelige universitet, Ås.
NNPL = The Nordic Network for Research on Psychology & Law. [Nettverk.]
NORAGRIC = Institutt for internasjonale miljø- og utviklingsstudier, Fakultet for landskap og samfunn, NMBU, Ås.
NOVA = Norsk institutt for forskning om oppvekst, velferd og aldring (Velferdssforskningsinstituttet NOVA), OsloMet, Oslo.
NPM = New Public Management. [Fellesbetegnelse for en rekke prinsipper og metoder for organiseringen og styringen av offentlig virksomhet, som har utgangspunkt i markedstenkning. NPM forbindes særlig med den nyliberalistiske politiske orienteringen som Ronald Reagan og Margaret Thatcher var eksponenter for.]
NSD = Norsk senter for forskningsdata, Bergen.
NSfK = Nordisk Samarbeidsråd for Kriminologi (Scandinavian Research Council for Criminology).
NTNU = Norges teknisk-naturvitenskapelige universitet (Norwegian University of Science and Technology). Har campuser i Trondheim, Gjøvik og Ålesund.
NUPI = Norsk utenrikspolitisk institutt (Norwegian Institute
of International Affairs), Oslo.
OPD = Oslo Politidistrikt.
OsloMet = OsloMet – storby-
universitetet (Oslo Metropo-
litan University). (Frem til
30.01.2018: HiOA).
PEN = Police Experts Network.
[Nettverk].
PIA = Politihøgskolens (åpne)
institusjonsarkiv. [Vitenarkiv i
Bragekonsortiet.]
PFI = Pedagogisk forskningsinsti-
tutt, UiO.
PHS = Politihøgskolen (The
Norwegian Police University
College). Har avdelinger i
Oslo, Stavern, Bodø og på
Kongsvinger.
POD = Politidirektoratet.
PRIO = Peace Research Institute
Oslo (Institutt for fredsfor-
kning), Oslo.
PSI = Psykologisk institutt,
Det samfunnsvitenskapelige
fakultet, UiO.
PST = Politiets sikkerhetstjeneste.
RECPOL = Recruitment, Educa-
tion and Careers in the Police:
A European Longitudinal
Study. [Prosjekt].
SAMKUL = Norges forskningsråds
program for samfunnsutviklin-
gens kulturelle forutsetninger.
SAMRISK = Program for sam-
funnssikkerhet. [Forsknings-
program underlagt NFR og
finansiert av Justisdepartemen-
et, Kunnskapsdepartementet,
Samferdselsdepartementet og
Forsvarsdepartementet.]
SERI = Senter for rettsinforma-
tikk, Institutt for privatrett, Det
juridiske fakultet, UiO.
SIGNAL = Security in Internet
Governance and Networks:
Analyzing the Law. [Forsknings-
sprosjekt underlagt Institutt
for privatrett, Det juridiske
fakultet, UiO.]
SIPR = Scottish Institute for Polic-
ing Research, School of Social
Sciences (Geography), Univer-
sity of Dundee, Dundee, Skot-
tland. [Samarbeidskonsortium
mellom politiet i Skottland og
14 skotske universiteter].
SNO = Statens naturoppsyn.
[Del av Miljødirektoratet og
miljøforvaltningens operative
feltorgan.]
SSB = Statistisk sentralbyrå.
TOR = The Onion Router. [Et
informasjonssystem beregnet
på å muliggjøre elektronisk
anonymitet; del av det «the
dark web»].
UiT = Universitet i Tromsø (The
Arctic University of Norway).
UI = University of Iceland, Island.
UiB = Universitetet i Bergen.
UiO = Universitetet i Oslo.
UiS = Universitetet i Stavanger.
UNDP = The United Nations
Development Programme. [FNs
utviklingsprogram].
UNIS = University Center in Sval-
bard, Longyearbyen, Norge.
Unit = Direktoratet for IKT og
fellestjenester for høyere
utdanning og forskning.